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Registering your Fortinet product
Before you begin, take a moment to register your Fortinet product at the Fortinet Technical Support web site,
https://support.fortinet.com. Many Fortinet customer services, such as firmware updates, technical support,
and other FortiGuard services, require product registration. For more information, see the Fortinet Knowledge
Center article Registration Frequently Asked Questions.

Customer service and technical support
Fortinet Technical Support provides services designed to make sure that your Fortinet products install quickly,
configure easily, and operate reliably in your network. To learn about the technical support services that
Fortinet provides, visit the Fortinet Technical Support web site at https://support.fortinet.com. You can
dramatically improve the time that it takes to resolve your technical support ticket by providing your
configuration file, a network diagram, and other specific information. For a list of required information, see the
Fortinet Knowledge Center article What does Fortinet Technical Support require in order to best assist the
customer?

Fortinet documentation
The Fortinet Technical Documentation web site, http://docs.fortinet.com, provides the most up-to-date
versions of Fortinet publications, as well as additional technical documentation such as technical notes. In
addition to the Fortinet Technical Documentation web site, you can find Fortinet technical documentation on
the Fortinet Tools and Documentation CD, and on the Fortinet Knowledge Center.

Fortinet tools and documentation CD
Many Fortinet publications are available on the Fortinet Tools and Documentation CDshipped with your
Fortinet product. The documents on this CD are current at shipping time. For current versions of Fortinet
documentation, visit the Fortinet Technical Documentation web site, http://docs.fortinet.com.

Fortinet knowledge center
The Fortinet Knowledge Center provides additional Fortinet technical documentation, such as troubleshooting
and how-to-articles, examples, FAQs, technical notes, a glossary, and more. Visit the Fortinet Knowledge
Center at http://kc.fortinet.com.

Comments on Fortinet technical documentation
Please send information about any errors or omissions in this or any Fortinet technical document to
techdoc@fortinet.com.
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Confidentiality Statement
A Confidentiality Agreement governs this FortiScan Getting Started Guide and its contents. This material is
the confidential trade secret and proprietary information of Fortinet, Inc. It may not be disclosed, reproduced,
used, sold, made available, or transferred to any third party without prior written consent of Fortinet, Inc.
With receipt of this FortiScan Getting Started Guide, you agree:
•

To maintain it in strict confidence

•

To keep secret and to treat confidentially all of its contents

•

Not to permit any other person or entity to directly or indirectly appropriate, divulge, plagiarize,
disclose or otherwise disseminate to any other person or entity nor use in any manner for such
party’s benefit the material in the FortiScan Getting Started Guide, as required by said
Confidentiality Agreement.

Please contact Fortinet, Inc. Customer Support for additional copies of this FortiScan Getting Started Guide.

Third Party Copyright Notices
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform contains software components and
technologies developed by third party organizations. To read the copyright and licensing statements for these
products, refer to “Third Party Copyright Notices” of the FortiScan Getting Started Guide.
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Introduction

Chapter 1 Introduction
Enterprise security is one of the most challenging and complex issues facing corporate IT today. The CarnegieMellon Software Engineering Institute’s Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) Coordination Center
recorded over 4,000 vulnerability reports in 2002, almost four times the figure reported in 2000. In 2003, the
CERT Coordination Center reported 137,529 computer security incidents, and in 2004, CERT reported 3,780
vulnerabilities.
Compounding the problem is the dramatic increase in the scale and complexity of enterprise computing, driven
primarily by expanding corporate IT demands. This growth is enhanced by the introduction of diverse operating
systems, and the rapid release of software and hardware upgrades, new applications, servers, and workstations.
Unfortunately, many of these upgrades and new products have been released without thorough testing, resulting
in an even greater exposure to viruses, worms, and intrusion attacks that directly affect enterprise operations.
These attacks cost enterprise operators billions of dollars per year in direct costs and lost efficiency.
Initially, enterprise security administrators responded to these attacks by manually applying vendor patches and
fixes. However, the complexity of the typical computing enterprise and the deluge of attacks results either in an
unacceptable amount of time and resources devoted to remediation, or an equally unacceptable compromise of
the enterprise security posture.
Security analysts agree that the solution to this challenge is to automatically:


Monitor the enterprise



Identify vulnerabilities and security violations as they occur



Remediate those vulnerabilities and violations, either automatically or with operator approval, before
the system is compromised.

Taken together, these abilities are characterized as automated vulnerability remediation (EVM).

About The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management
Platform
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform by Fortinet, Inc. is an enterprise level IT
security solution that protects your IP assets from known vulnerabilities and exploits, and allows you to address
new vulnerabilities and exploits immediately, before vendor-provided patches or fixes are available. The
FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform enables organizations to automatically address the
ever-increasing threat of computer security attacks.
FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform consists of an integrated security appliance
(FortiScan Appliance) and host-based sensors (FortiScan Agent), and is a plug-and-play compliance and
vulnerability management solution. The FortiScan Agents are unique in that they are "light weight", with negligible
processor, memory, and hard disk requirements. The FortiScan Appliance also uses the Common Vulnerability
and Exposures (CVE) dictionary for standardized naming and vulnerability identification and other information
security exposures. Some of the main features include, but not limited to:

Asset Inventory and Control
•

Asset discovery and OS fingerprinting of all networked assets
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•

Wizard driven sensor distribution for assets to be managed

•

Asset controlled via a light-weight sensor with a unique ID

•

Asset assigned criticality based on its business function value

Compliance and Audit Management
•

Asset attributes surveyed every 60 seconds to 24 hours

•

FortiScan audits and records changes to attributes

•

Baseline templates for system hardening

•

Native XCCDF compliance benchmarks

Active Policy Management
•

Wizard driven policy creator

•

More than 50 system attribute categories monitored

•

More than 100 actions available for policy enforcement

Vulnerability Assessment & Remediation
•

Integration with network scanners

•

Native OVAL host assessments

•

Remediations developed and maintained by Fortinet Security Lab staff

•

Includes alerts, patches, pre-patch and configuration fixes

Web Based Reporting
•

360 degree views of assets, vulnerabilities, compliance

•

Drill up or down through the charts and information

•

Standard executive and technical reports

Threat Alert Service
•

Daily threat and remediation notification email and RSS feed

•

Zero-hour threat and countermeasure recommendations

•

Emergency alerts and bulletins based upon criticality of threats
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FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform
Components
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform provides enterprise security functions with the
following major software components:

Figure 1-1 Environment

The FortiScan Appliance
This is the central application server, residing on a network platform installed in the enterprise, and providing the
following functionality:


Asset discovery and control



Periodic collection and monitoring of asset security data



Integration of third party vulnerability scan data



Vulnerability and policy violation analysis



Alert generation



Remediation response and policy enforcement



Report generation



Task scheduling



Enterprise security status
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The FortiScan Agent
This is a persistent software component installed on each computer protected by the FortiScan Appliance. The
FortiScan Agent periodically surveys the asset’s hardware and software configuration and reports the results of
the survey to the FortiScan Appliance. The FortiScan also serves as a portal for remediations dispatched to the
asset from the FortiScan Appliance in response to vulnerabilities, or policy violations found in the survey data.
Each FortiScan in the enterprise is uniquely identified and tracked by the FortiScan Appliance.

The FortiScan Web-based GUI
The FortiScan Web-based GUI is a web browser based user interface that facilitates auditing, evaluation and
compliance. Some of the main features of the Web-based GUI include:
•

System Configuration
The System configuration subsystem is used to configure and update FortiScan Appliance.
The System subsystem facilitates the ability to:




•

Configure network settings:
•

Interfaces

•

DNS

•

Routing

Configure administrators settings:
•

Idle timeout

•

Language



Backup and restore system configuration.



Upgrade FortiScan Appliance:
•

Reboot/Shutdown/Reset appliance.

•

Firmware upgrade.

•

VM upgrade.

Compliance Management
The Compliance Management subsystem is used to assess asset compliance against ONE
or more benchmarks. The Compliance Management subsystem facilitates the ability to:




Adapt benchmarks – customize benchmarks to specific needs and/or corporate
standards:
•

Select benchmark

•

Select profiles

•

Select rules

•

Specify values

•

Save

Audit assets – execute benchmark:
•

Select benchmark

•

Select profiles

•

Answer survey questions
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•

•

Provide credentials

•

Execute



Evaluate status



Assess compliance

Asset Management
The Asset Management subsystem provides a graphic analysis of asset distribution by
status, operating system and criticality. The top most vulnerable assets are listed as well as
asset statistics.

•

Vulnerability Management
Vulnerability Management begins with a vulnerability scan. The FortiScan vulnerability scan is a
collection of rules for one or more platforms. The Vulnerability Management subsystem facilitates
the ability to:


Create vulnerability scans



View Scan Definitions



Perform Scans



View Scan Results

The Vulnerability Management subsystem also provides a graphic analysis of vulnerabilities by
severity, status, and asset criticality. The top unresolved vulnerabilities are listed as well as a
statistical analysis of detected vulnerabilities
•

Network Scan
The Network Scan subsystem is used to discover new assets in the network and perform
vulnerability scan on assets without FortiScan Agent. The Network Scan subsystem facilitates the
ability to:


Scan for new assets



Perform vulnerability scan on assets without FortiScan Agent.



Create asset group

The Network Scan subsystem also provides a graphic analysis of vulnerabilities by severity. The
top unresolved vulnerabilities are listed as well as a statistical analysis of detected vulnerabilities
•

Remediation Management
The Remediation Management subsystem displays a graphic analysis of remediations by
invasiveness, by type and by vendor as well as latest statistics.

•

Reports
The Reports subsystem provides access to variety reports.

•

Log
The Log subsystem displays realtime and historical system log.

The FortiScan Administration Console
This is a graphical user interface running on a Windows 2000 or XP computer connected to the FortiScan
Appliance by an encrypted TCP connection. The FortiScan Administration Console provides users with the
following functions:
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Security status display



Asset information and grouping



Policy definition and management



Vulnerability importing and display (as detected in the enterprise)



Remediation management (creating and managing remediation responses)



Alert management (display of and response to vulnerabilities and policy matches)



Scheduling



Preferences and settings

Figure 1-2 Architecture Overview

Key Features of the FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability
Management Platform
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform is designed specifically to address the
requirements of automated vulnerability remediation (EVM). Because of this dedicated design approach, you can
automate and customize the vulnerability remediation process. The following sections describe some of the
unique features of the FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform.
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Benchmarks
A benchmark is a document describing computer configuration and patch management standards consistent with
security best practices. Benchmarks are available from a number of sources, including but not limited to Fortinet,
Inc. and the Center for Internet Security. The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform
processes benchmarks sanitized by the Security Labs Team at Fortinet, Inc. Benchmarks can be customized
(adapted) to meet the specific needs of the organization by using the Compliance subsystem within the FortiScan
Administration Console

Audit
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform provides the ability to assess how compliant
an enterprise is against one or more security benchmarks. More precisely, the FortiScan Appliance executes one
or more tests that correspond to weighted rules for a particular platform. The result of a test can be passed,
failed, error, or not tested.
Tests can be categorized into configuration settings, installed patches, and survey questions. A “match” indicates
the test was successful or passed. For example, a compliance test may mean that a particular patch is installed.
If the desired patch is found, then this is a match and the test result is marked as passed. If the test was not able
to execute (perhaps the asset was offline) then the result is not tested. If the test executed or attempted to
execute but the results are inconclusive then the result is error.

Evaluate
A compliance audit (dispatching a benchmark to assets) can take anywhere from a few minutes to several days
depending on the number of rules selected, the number of assets being audited, and connectivity. The FortiScan
Administration Console provides a compliance assessment at any given moment during the audit while the audit
is in progress.
The FortiScan Administration ConsoleAppliance Web-based GUI provides summary scores and details for each
rule, each group of rules, each profile, and for each benchmark executed. Graphics are available to illustrate
proportions and perspectives.
The number of assets out of compliance could be many, perhaps too many to manage. Just one test failure, for
example, in a cast of potentially thousands of tests against potentially ten’s of thousands of assets could yield
volumes of data. The FortiScan Administration Console’s solution to managing volumes of data is to identify and
report those assets that are most out of compliance and those rules that are failing more often than not. This
allows administrators to focus on the most severe vulnerabilities within the enterprise.

Comply
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform provides the ability to remediate assets into
compliance. Currently, the FortiScan Administration Console facilitates the ability to dispatch remediations in
response to specific vulnerabilities and/or policy violations. The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability
Management Platform has the ability to remediate one or more assets to be compliant with a particular
benchmark.
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Remediations
The Fortinet, Inc. Security Labs Team constantly monitors real-time threat intelligence sources and develops
remediation to address identified vulnerabilities. Each remediation contains thoroughly tested actions to address
the targeted vulnerability. The FortiScan Appliance queries the Fortinet online remediation repository on an hourly
basis and automatically downloads the latest remediation updates to the FortiScan Appliance database. More
than one remediation may be provided for a given vulnerability, and a remediation may address multiple
vulnerabilities.
The FortiScan Appliance compares vulnerability identifiers in the local remediation database with identifiers in the
imported network vulnerability scan data. When a match occurs, the FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability
Management Platform makes the appropriate remediation available for the vulnerable asset, to be applied either
automatically or with user approval.
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management PlatformAppliance generates an alert each time it
detects a vulnerability on a protected asset, and displays these alerts to the operator in the FortiScan
Administration Console.

Remediation Actions
The FortiScan Appliance contains a set of predefined remediation actions specifically designed to assist you in
protecting and managing your enterprise assets. Some of these actions are queries—get a list of running
processes, or get a list of files, for example. Other actions act on the asset in some way—delete a file, kill a
process, or disable a user, for example. This type of action provides user configurable parameters to enable you
to execute actions on a specific, asset-by-asset basis.
Remediation actions cannot be dispatched directly to an asset, but are used to build Remediation Templates and
conditional remediations in Policies. Remediations templates can be dispatched directly to one or more assets.
For a complete list of remediation actions, see “Available Remediation Actions” in the FortiScan User’s Guide.

Remediation Templates
To better enable you to provide security management and remediation to your enterprise assets, the FortiScan
Administration Console provides the ability to create custom remediation templates. A remediation template is a
list of one or more predefined remediation actions assembled to address an issue on one or more assets.
A remediation template can be applied to an asset (or a group of assets) on an as-needed basis by dispatching it
as a remediation, or persistently by making it part of a policy applied to the asset.
For a complete list of remediation actions, see “Available Remediation Actions” in the FortiScan User’s Guide.

Conditions
The FortiScan Appliance contains a set of predefined conditions created to help you detect and remediate
violations of your enterprise security policies. These conditions are highly flexible, and enable you to monitor
asset hardware, software, users and groups, and the presence or absence of patches and files, as well as many
other items. Conditions are provided to test each of the data items returned by the asset surveys.
The monitoring and detection of asset conditions is carried out by creating and applying the FortiScan Appliance
security policies.
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For a complete list of policy conditions, see “Asset Attributes for Condition Tests” in the FortiScan User’s Guide.

Policies
The FortiScan Appliance enables you to define individual security policies containing conditions and remediation
actions. You can create a policy to detect and address specific security conditions on an asset, or on all assets
within an asset group.
After a policy is assigned to an asset or an asset group, it remains assigned to the asset(s). When a matching
condition is detected, the remediation actions contained in the policy are applied, either automatically or with
operator approval.
An alert is generated each time a policy finds a matching condition. These alerts are displayed to the operator.

Alerts
An alert is a notification that the FortiScan Appliance has found one of the following:


A match between a known vulnerability on a protected asset and one or more remediations



A detected vulnerability on a protected asset for which no remediation can be found



A detected vulnerability on an unprotected asset



A detected vulnerability on an asset unknown to the FortiScan Appliance



A policy violation on a protected asset



A completed FortiScan Appliance task, such as an asset discovery scan



An operational error condition

Alerts are displayed to the operator until the alert is manually removed by the operator. The various alert views
can be sorted and filtered, and an operator can choose to accept the risk indicated in an alert as an alternative to
remediating it. Alerts can also be automatically forwarded by e-mail. For more information, see “Working with Email Alerts” in the FortiScan User’s Guide.
Policy and vulnerability alerts contain the following information:


Asset identification



Detection time



Policy or vulnerability identification



The remediation to be applied to the asset (if one has been defined)

For more information about alerts, see “Working with Alerts” in this document.

Imported Network Vulnerability Scan Data
The FortiScan Appliance uses network vulnerability scan data to identify vulnerabilities in the enterprise, and
imports results from the following vulnerability assessment applications:


OVAL



eEye® Retina® Scanner



FoundStone® FoundScan™



Harris STAT® Scanner
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ISS Internet Scanner®



Nessus Scanner
Secure Elements XML



The FortiScan Appliance compares the vulnerabilities in the scan data with remediations defined by Fortinet, Inc.
When a match occurs, an alert is generated, and the associated remediation is applied, either automatically or
with operator approval.
Alerts are also generated for unprotected assets and for unknown assets (assets that appear in the scan data but
are unknown to the FortiScan Appliance). These alerts are informative only and cannot be remediated.

Asset Management and Protection Features
The FortiScan Appliance discovers, monitors, manages, and protects IP assets across your enterprise, subject to
network availability. The following sections describe the key features that the FortiScan Appliance uses to
manage and protect assets.

Asset Criticality
The FortiScan Appliance supports the concept of asset criticality, and, as part of the discovery process, assigns a
criticality to each protected asset based on the hardware configuration and current running services. The criticality
level is initially determined by a proprietary algorithm developed by Fortinet, Inc. Asset criticality can be modified
by the user at any time. For more information, see “Modifying Asset Criticality” in the FortiScan User’s Guide.
The available asset criticality levels are:
•

Lowest

•

Low

•

Medium

•

High

•

Highest

The FortiScan Appliance uses asset criticality to prioritize alerts, policy response, and reports.

Asset Data Confidence
The FortiScan Appliance collects data about a protected asset in the following ways:

•

•

Network scan and asset discovery

•

Detailed and standard surveys of an individual asset by the FortiScan installed on the asset

The FortiScan Appliance assigns a confidence level to asset data based on how the data is acquired.
Confidence levels help identify false positives in vulnerability assessments, and are designated as
low and high.
•

When data is acquired through a network scan, a low confidence level is assigned.

•

When data is acquired by a FortiScan survey, a high confidence level is assigned.
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Asset Grouping
After the initial asset discovery scan, discovered assets are placed into the following default asset groups:
•

All Assets: This group contains all discovered assets.

•

Preferred Assets: These are groups defined by the user. Assets can be dragged into the
preferred asset group or cut and paste.

•

View Filers: are automatic groups provided by the FortiScan Appliance.
o

o

o

By Criticality: This group contains a subgroup for assets defined as:


High



Highest



Low



Lowest



Medium

By OS Family: This group contains a subgroup for each operating system discovered in
your enterprise. Assets are automatically assigned to these groups based on the asset’s
operating system. Assets with an undetermined operating system are placed in an default
operating system group named Other. Operating System categories include:


Linux



Other



Solaris



Windows

By Status: This group contains a subgroup for each status (disconnected, protected,
registered, and unprotected):


Disconnected: Assets identified in this group were previously registered and
protected, but have not communicated (a long survey) with to the FortiScan
Appliance during the long survey period specified by the Serve Settings.



Protected: This group contains a list of all the assets in your enterprise on which
a FortiScan has been installed, started, and registered with the FortiScan
Appliance. When the FortiScan is running and connected to the FortiScan
Appliance, these assets are subject to monitoring and remediation by the
FortiScan Appliance. Some assets may appear in Registered status for a short
time until the first detailed survey is received, at which time they will move to
Protected status.



Registered: The registered group indicates those assets that have sent in a
short survey, but have yet to receive a long survey as specified in the FortiScan
Appliance Settings.



Unprotected: This group contains a list of all the discovered assets in your
enterprise for which a FortiScan is not registered with the FortiScan Appliance.
These assets cannot be protected by the FortiScan Appliance.

You cannot manually add assets to the default asset groups, or delete the default asset groups. An asset can
belong to multiple groups. You can create additional groups and assign assets to them to represent your business
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and IT organization, in any combination. You can add assets to and remove assets from any user-created group.
For more information, see Grouping Assets in this document.
You can group assets by location, work group, or any other common characteristic. Not only does this assist you
in viewing your enterprise assets, but it enables you to apply a remediation to all of the assets in a group, or to
multiple groups.

Asset Deletion and Retirement
Computing assets in an enterprise environment come and go — older computers are taken out of service, placed
in storage, sold, or scrapped. The FortiScan Appliance enables you to remove these computers from the list of
known assets, either by deletion or retirement:
Deletion — The asset is permanently removed from the FortiScan Appliance working environment and cannot be
recovered. Deletion is appropriate for computers that are taken offline and are not expected to be reconnected.
Historical data on the asset is retained in the FortiScan Appliance database for reporting purposes.
Retirement — The asset is taken out of service and removed from the asset display. However, a retired asset can
be returned to service at any time. Retirement is useful for surplus computers that are taken offline and put into
storage, with the expectation that they will be put back into service as needed. Historical data on the asset is
retained in the FortiScan Appliance database for reporting purposes.

Asset Surveys
To begin protecting your network, one would install a FortiScan on each asset that you want to protect. Upon
initial start up, the FortiScan contacts the FortiScan Appliance, conducts a limited survey of the local computer
system, and submits this information to the FortiScan Appliance to complete registration. The FortiScan provides
a detailed survey a short time later for analysis and storage.
Thereafter, the FortiScan conducts periodic standard surveys (7 hours is the default interval), and forwards this
updated information to the FortiScan Appliance for analysis and storage. The FortiScan also conducts periodic
detailed surveys (48 hours is the default interval). In addition, the FortiScan completes and forwards a detailed
survey each time it is started.
You can specify the survey interval for both standard and detailed surveys globally (for all assets), for an entire
asset group, or on an asset-by-asset basis. For more information, see “Modifying the Asset Survey Intervals” in
the FortiScan User’s Guide.
You can also initiate a standard or detailed survey by dispatching a remediation.
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Standard Survey Contents
A standard survey monitors and updates the following information:


Connected users



CPU utilization



Drive list



User groups



Hard drive free space



Hard drive total space available



Hard drive partitions



Local users



Running process information (name, PID, path, owner, PID, size, owner, permissions, creation time,
modification time, and MD5 value)

Detailed Survey Contents
A detailed survey monitors and updates the Standard Survey Contents, plus the following information:


ARP table



BIOS manufacturer



BIOS version



Boot date and time



CPU count



CPU family



CPU speed



CPU model



Device driver list (Windows platforms)



Host name



Installed patch list



Installed applications



IP address



MAC address



Network interface(s)



Network connection details (NETSTAT)



OS type



OS version



RAM page amount, in bytes



RAM, total, in bytes



RAM utilization



RAM, virtual, in bytes
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Route table

Role Base Access to Features
The FortiScan Appliance enables an administrator to assign each user a specific predefined user role, thereby
controlling access to the features and functions of the FortiScan Administration Console. The available user roles
are:


Administrator — Full permission for all FortiScan Appliance operations



Operator — Permissions of Administrator but cannot manage users or Server settings



Auditor — View-only access to FortiScan Administration Console perspectives

For a list of the specific permissions assigned to each user role, see “User Roles and Permission Reference” in
the FortiScan Administrator’s Guide.
The administrator assigns each user one of the available roles when the user account is created. The user role
can be changed at any time.
The Operator role and the Auditor role are able to see all of the information in the FortiScan Administration
Console, with the exception of user accounts other than their own displayed in the Administration perspective; the
complete list of users is visible only to the users with the Administrator role.
If a user’s role does not include permission for a particular action, the controls and menu options that support that
action are not available to the user.

Configurable Access to Assets
When the administrator creates a new FortiScan user account, all assets are accessible to each new user by
default. However, if you want the user to see only a portion of your enterprise, you can limit the assets that each
user has access to. You can give an individual user visibility and control over specific assets by defining the asset
groups accessible to the user account. Any number of asset groups can be assigned to a user account.
With the ability to assign asset groups and roles, you have a very flexible method of scaling access to your
enterprise for each individual user.

Asset and Audit Logging
You can enable the FortiScan Appliance to log changes to objects under the control of the FortiScan Appliance
with two levels of audit logging:


Asset audit logging records changes to assets made by the system



Detailed audit logging records changes to assets made by the user, and changes to objects in the
FortiScan Appliance environment (for example, policies, remediation templates, asset groups, user
accounts, etc.)

When either level of audit logging is enabled, the logging results are stored in the FortiScan appliance database.
You can enable or disable asset logging and audit logging independently using the FortiScan Administration
Console.
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Reboot Control
The FortiScan Appliance provides the ability to selectively suppress reboots when Fortinet remediations are
applied to protected assets within the enterprise, and then apply the reboot(s) later, either manually or as a
scheduled task.
NOTE: You cannot suppress reboot actions contained in patches that you apply through manually dispatched
remediations that you have created.

Concepts of FortiScan Appliance Automated Vulnerability Remediation
The FortiScan Appliance provides automated vulnerability remediation by integrating key functions of existing
manual security practices, and by correlating existing network security information with proprietary, vulnerabilityspecific remediations developed by the Fortinet, Inc. Security Labs Team.
Additionally, the FortiScan Appliance provides definition and enforcement of security policies at the asset level,
also on an automated basis.

Asset Discovery
The ability to have an accurate picture of the IP assets in the enterprise at any time is foundational to keeping
those assets secure. The FortiScan Appliance carries out asset discovery with Nmap Version 3.50, an open
source utility for network exploration and security auditing.
Nmap was designed to rapidly scan large networks, and uses raw IP packets to determine what hosts are
available on the network, what services (application name and version) those hosts are offering, what operating
systems (and OS versions) they are running, what type of packet filters and firewalls are in use, and dozens of
other characteristics.
As deployed by the FortiScan Appliance, Nmap scans are configured for minimum intrusiveness — detailed
information on network assets is gathered by the FortiScan , so extensive scanning by Nmap is not needed.
Nmap scans are initiated from the FortiScan Appliance Web-based GUI.
The FortiScan Appliance enables you to set up periodic network scans to ensure that the FortiScan Appliance
security view of your enterprise is up-to-date. As a new, unprotected asset comes on line, it is detected, and a
FortiScan can be installed on it to bring it into the FortiScan Appliance protection environment.

Vulnerability Knowledge
Network security administrators rely on specialized software applications that scan network assets for known
security vulnerabilities and exploits. These vulnerability scanning tools generate vulnerability information on a perasset basis; FortiScan Appliance enables you to import this information into the FortiScan Appliance, further
enhancing the security profile of the network as seen by the FortiScan Appliance. Vulnerability scan result imports
are initiated from the FortiScan Administration Console.
The FortiScan Appliance enables you to set up periodic imports of network vulnerability scans with the scheduled
task feature of FortiScan Appliance. If vulnerability assessment scans are periodically scheduled to occur prior to
the scan results import, the FortiScan Appliance will always have an up-to-date view of your enterprise’s
vulnerability status. This information is imported from the vulnerability scan products listed in “Imported Network
Vulnerability Scan Data” in this document.
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Vulnerability-Specific Remediations
Within Fortinet, Inc., a specialized remediation team tracks various real-time IT security threat intelligence sources
for the latest vulnerability and exploit announcements. In response to these announced vulnerabilities and
exploits, the team develops and thoroughly tests one or more specific remediations that address each identified
exploit or vulnerability.
These remediations are incorporated into the Fortinet online remediation repository. The FortiScan Appliance
periodically queries the remediation repository over a secure internet connection and downloads the latest
remediation updates to the local remediation database on the FortiScan Appliance.
Remediations may consist of a wide range of actions, such as adding a patch or hot fix, running an operating
system utility, or effecting a configuration change on the asset.
With these remediations available to FortiScan Appliance from the local remediation database, all of the
components are in place for automated vulnerability remediation:


Knowledge of the assets in the network



Knowledge of the vulnerabilities affecting the assets



Preconfigured remediations addressing identified vulnerabilities

Matching of Remediations to Vulnerabilities
After its internal knowledge base of assets, vulnerabilities, and remediations is populated, the FortiScan
Appliance immediately begins matching each vulnerability discovered on the network with the available
remediations. The FortiScan Appliance generates an operator alert for each imported vulnerability. These alerts
are displayed in the FortiScan Administration Console.
When a remediation is matched to a vulnerability on a protected asset (that is, an asset with a FortiScan running
on it), the alert contains detailed information about the available remediation. Alerts are also generated for
unprotected assets and for unknown assets (assets that appear in the scan data but are unknown to the
FortiScan Appliance). These alerts are informative only and cannot be remediated.

Automated Vulnerability Remediation
Because of the sensitive nature of asset remediation, all assets are initially configured for manual remediation
within the FortiScan Appliance (meaning that a remediation contained in an alert is dispatched to the asset only
with operator approval).
You can configure any asset protected by the FortiScan Appliance for automatic remediation. In this case, when
FortiScan Appliance determines a match between an asset vulnerability and an available remediation, the
remediation is applied to the asset immediately and automatically, with no operator intervention required. Many
remediations require a reboot after completion; the FortiScan Appliance can apply the remediation automatically,
and suspend the reboot action for manual execution at a later time.

Automated Policy Enforcement
FortiScan Appliance enables you to define security policies, and apply them to one or more assets, or to an asset
group. For each policy, you define a set of conditions that you want to look for, the remediation actions you want
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to apply to the asset when the conditions are found, and whether the remediation is to be applied automatically or
manually, with operator approval.
For example, you can create policies to prevent the operation of a specific application, to disable a user, or to
detect and delete a file, among many others.
After a policy is applied to an asset, it remains applied to the asset until you remove it. The FortiScan Appliance
collects information about each protected asset through periodic asset surveys sent to the Server by the
FortiScan ; the asset information is examined for violations of any of the asset’s applied policies.
When a policy violation is detected in an incoming survey, the FortiScan Appliance generates an operator alert
that is displayed in the FortiScan Administration Console. The alert contains information about the available
remediation actions.
If the policy is configured for manual remediation, the remediation contained in the policy alert is dispatched to the
asset only with operator approval. When the policy is configured for automatic remediation, the remediation in the
policy alert is applied to the asset immediately and automatically.

FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform
Benefits
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform automates security remediation across your
enterprise, reducing risks and IT management costs while improving system performance and operation.
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform identifies and responds to complex and
diverse security incidents, enabling you to protect mission critical and network infrastructure assets from both
known and unknown attacks, without limiting operational performance.
The FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform provides you with the following benefits:

Risk Mitigation
Fortinet allows you to automatically implement vulnerability scans, patches, and countermeasures, or
alternatively, custom-configure and remediate affected assets to mitigate risk and maintain network performance.

Automated Policy Enforcement
Risks within the enterprise are reduced through your ability to enforce policies down to the individual asset level.
With automated asset monitoring and control, the FortiScan Appliance enables near real-time policy enforcement.

Minimizing the Vulnerability Window
By combining threat intelligence, vulnerability scans, and real-time correlation, the FortiScan Compliance and
Vulnerability Management Platform operates within today’s narrow exploitation windows to prevent attack
propagation.

Time/Cost Savings
Through the automated delivery of targeted remediations, the FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability
Management Platform reduces your enterprise risk, and enables you to focus on areas of highest business value.

Enterprise-wide Operation
The management of patches, remediations, and vulnerabilities is a challenge that applies to the entire enterprise.
The flexible architecture and configurable capabilities of the FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management
Platform provide security automation across the entire enterprise for a wide range of assets.
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FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform in
Operation
After installation and configuration of the FortiScan Appliance, FortiScan s, and the FortiScan Administration
Console, the FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform is put into operation with the
following procedures:


Start the FortiScan Appliance and FortiScan Administration Console.
After starting, the FortiScan Appliance contacts the Fortinet remediation repository, and downloads and
updates the Server’s remediation database.



Initiate a network asset discovery scan from FortiScan Appliance Web-based GUI.



Deploy a FortiScan to those assets you want to protect with FortiScan Appliance.
When each FortiScan is started, FortiScan Appliance begins gathering asset attribute information from
each protected asset.



Arrange your assets into asset groups that represent your business and IT organization.



Define policies to address specific security conditions, and assign each policy to one or more assets,
or all the assets in an asset group.



Import vulnerability scan results from your organization’s vulnerability scanning tool to provide
FortiScan Appliance with knowledge of the vulnerabilities currently in your enterprise.

At this point, the FortiScan Appliance has all of the information required to apply full automatic vulnerability
remediation to the enterprise (note that it is possible to provide significant enterprise security protection even
without the vulnerability scan data import, using policy-based management alone).
After you import vulnerability scan data and define policies, the FortiScan Appliance can begin implementing
automated vulnerability remediation. During operation, the FortiScan Appliance:


Periodically surveys each protected asset, keeping the asset security data up-to-date



Periodically downloads remediation updates, keeping the remediation database up-to-date



Constantly and automatically correlates assigned policies with the regularly updated asset
information, and generates an alert for each identified policy match



Constantly and automatically correlates detected vulnerabilities with the regularly updated asset
information and the remediation database, and generates an alert for each vulnerability detected on a
protected asset



Applies the remediation(s) associated with the detected vulnerability or policy, either automatically or
with operator approval



Displays all alerts to the operator, and if desired, provides alert notification by e-mail

The FortiScan Appliance offers a flexible task scheduling feature that enables you to schedule one-time or
recurring events such as:


Network asset discovery scans



Import of vulnerability scanner results



Specific asset remediations (for example, reboot, or run a program)

With recurring discovery scans and vulnerability scan imports, you can keep the security profile of your enterprise
current, and use the FortiScan Appliance automated remediation feature to address new assets and
vulnerabilities as they are found.
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Chapter 2 The FortiScan Appliance
Web-Based GUI
The FortiScan provides access to these subsystems:
• System configuration and maintenance
• Audit management
• Asset management
• Vulnerability management
• Remediation management
• Network scanning
• Reports
• Log
To access the FortiScan :
•

Use a Mozilla compatible web browser with a URL of:
http://n.n.n.n/
where “n.n.n.n” is the IP address of the FortiScan Appliance.

Figure 2-1 is an illustration of the FortiScan home page as follows (actual results will vary):
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Figure 2-3 FortiScan Appliance Web-based GUI

For more information on FortiScan Appliance Web-based GUI, refer to the document The FortiScan Compliance
and Vulnerability Management Compliance Guide.
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Chapter 3 Getting Started with the
FortiScan Administration Console
The FortiScan Administration Console is a secure application used to administer enterprise assets and the
FortiScan Appliance. The FortiScan Administration Console should be installed after configuring the FortiScan
Appliance. See the FortiScan Installation Guide for more information on installing and configuring FortiScan
Appliance components.
The FortiScan Administration Console requires a security key, user ID(s) and passwords. The security key
allowing the FortiScan Administration Console to communicate with the FortiScan Appliance is defined when the
FortiScan Appliance is initially configured. Consult the FortiScan ApplianceAdministrator to obtain a security key.
Initial User ID(s) and passwords are also defined when the FortiScan Appliance is configured. The initial User ID
for the FortiScan Administration Console is admin and the Password is empty.
Each FortiScan Administration Consoleuser account is assigned a role at the time of creation, and each role
contains a specific set of permissions to perform some or all FortiScan Applianceuser tasks.
Logging on to the FortiScan Administration Console with permissions other than administrator may inhibit some of
the administrative tasks described in this chapter. See your FortiScan Appliance Administrator for more
information. For a list of the specific permissions assigned to each user role, see “User Roles and Permission
Reference” in the FortiScan User’s Guide.

Starting the FortiScan Administration Console
NOTE: The FortiScan Appliance must be running before the FortiScan Administration Console can connect to
it. It is possible to start the FortiScan Administration Console without connecting to the FortiScan Appliance,
but doing so without a connection severely limits any FortiScan Appliance capabilities until a connection is
established. Attempting to connect to the FortiScan Appliance when the FortiScan Appliance is not running
will result in an error message.
NOTE: The FortiScan Appliance and FortiScan Administration Console require security keys to facilitate
secure communications. A missing or invalid security key will inhibit connectivity.

To start the FortiScan Administration Console:
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1. Choose Start >> Programs >> Fortinet >> FortiScan Administration Console.
2. The FortiScan Appliancedministration Console splash screen appears.

Figure 3-4 FortiScan Administration Console Splash
3. The Connect to FortiScan Appliance dialog box appears.

Figure 3-5 Connect to Server
4. Enter your FortiScan Appliance user name and password.
IMPORTANT! The user name admin with the initial empty password are pre-set on the FortiScan Appliance for
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log in when the FortiScan Appliance is started for the first time. This account has full Administrator privileges.
Upon your initial log in to the FortiScan Administration Console, you are advised to change the default password
immediately, and to create at least one additional Administrator user account, log out and log in as that user, and
delete the default admin user account. The FortiScan Appliance does not limit the number of user accounts you
can create. For instructions on creating and managing user accounts, see the FortiScan Compliance and
Vulnerability Management Platform Administrator’s Guide.
IMPORTANT! The FortiScan Administration Console requires a security key to enable secure communications
between the FortiScan Administration Console and the FortiScan Appliance. See the FortiScan
ApplianceCompliance and Vulnerability Management Platform Installation Guide for more information.

5. Ensure that SSL proxy connection is selected.
6. Enter the IP address of the FortiScan Appliance.
7. Click Finish.
The FortiScan Administration Console connects to the FortiScan Appliance over a secure connection. You may
now begin to use FortiScan Appliance.
If the communcation between FortiScan Administration Console and FortiScan Appliance is lost, you will need to
restart the FortiScan Administrtion Console.

Figure 3-6 Disconnected from FortiScan Appliance

The FortiScan Administration Console opens to display the Assets perspective. For information on how to get
started with FortiScan Appliance, refer to Basic Operation.
For more detailed information about how to use the FortiScan Appliance and the user interface, refer to the
FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform User’s Guide, or the online help, accessed from
the FortiScan Administration Console’s main menu bar by choosing Help >> Help Contents.

Working with Editors and Views
Editors and views are the main visual components that appear in FortiScan Appliancedministration Console. A
single editor area is shared among all perspectives; this editor area can contain multiple editors. Each perspective
also contains one or more surrounding views that provide context.
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Figure 3-7 Show Perspectives Dialog
Within a window, each perspective may have a different set of views, but all perspectives share the same editor
area and the current set of open editors. Therefore, if you have an asset editor open, for example, when you
switch to the Policies perspective, the asset editor will still be visible in the editor area.
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Figure 3-8 Show Views Dialog

Editors
An editor is a visual component within FortiScan Appliancedministration Console. It is typically used to edit or
browse FortiScan Appliancecomponents such as assets or policies. Modifications made in an editor follow an
open-save-close model. Multiple instances of an editor may exist within the editor area in a FortiScan
Appliancedministration Console window.
A view is also a visual component within FortiScan Appliancedministration Console. It is typically used to navigate
a hierarchy of information (such as assets and asset groups in FortiScan). Modifications made in a view are saved
immediately. Only one instance of a particular view type may exist within a FortiScan Appliancedministration
Console window.
Editors and views can be active or inactive, but only one view or editor can be active at any one time. The active
editor or view is the one whose title bar is highlighted. The active part is the target for common operations like cut,
copy and paste. The active part also determines the contents of the status bar at the bottom of the window. If an
editor tab is white, this indicates the editor is not active, however, views may show information based on the last
active editor.
An editor or view becomes active when the editor or view is clicked.
NOTE: Each FortiScan Appliance user account is assigned a role at the time of creation, and each role
contains a specific set of permissions to perform some or all FortiScan Appliance user tasks. Your user
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account may not permit you to perform all of the user tasks described in this chapter. For a list of the specific
permissions assigned to each User Roles, see “User Roles and Permission Reference”. See your FortiScan
Applianceadministrator for more information.
Most perspectives in FortiScan Appliancedministration Console are comprised of an editor area and one or more
views.
Different editors are available to enable you to view or modify the following:
•

Assets

•

Alerts

•

Policies

•

Remediation templates

•

Scheduled tasks

•

Remediations

•

Vulnerabilities

•

FortiScan Appliance users

For example, when you open an asset for editing by double-clicking it in the Asset Group Details view, the
associated editor displays the asset properties in FortiScan Appliance. If there is no associated editor for a
resource, the FortiScan Appliancedministration Console takes no action.
Any number of editors can be open at once, but only one can be active at any given time. Tabs in the editor area
indicate the names of resources that are currently open for editing.
IMPORTANT! An asterisk (*) before the resource name in the editor tab indicates that an editor has unsaved
changes.
All perspectives share the same editor area and the current set of open editors. Therefore, if you have an asset
editor open, for example, when you switch to the Policies perspective, the asset editor will still be visible in the
editor area. This is a very useful feature that reduces the need to switch between perspectives.
For example, by opening an asset editor, a policy editor, and a remediation template editor at the same time, you
can modify the remediation template, then modify the policy, and then apply the policy to the asset (or check
asset attributes) without having to change perspectives.
By default, editors are stacked in the editor area, but you can choose to tile them in order to view them
simultaneously. For information on how to rearrange editors and views, see Moving and Docking Views.
Here is an example of an asset editor in FortiScan Appliancedministration Console:
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Figure 3-9 Asset Perspective with Asset Editor View

Working with Editors
Depending on the type of resource that is being edited, the appropriate editor is displayed in the editor area. The
following figure shows an editor open on the asset 172.16.100.8.
The name of the asset appears in the tab of the editor. If an asterisk (*) appears at the left side of the tab this
indicates that the editor has unsaved changes. If an attempt is made to close the editor or exit FortiScan
Appliancedministration Console with unsaved changes, a prompt to save the editor’s changes appears.
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Figure 3-10 Asset Editor
The editors can be stacked in the editor area and individual editors can be activated by clicking the tab for the
editor. Editors can also be tiled side-by-side in the editor area so their content can be viewed simultaneously. For
information on how to rearrange editors and views, see “Moving and Tiling Editors” and “Moving and Docking
Views”.
Also, the editors can be cycled through using the CTRL+F6 shortcut keys. CTRL+F6 displays a list of currently
selected editors; by default, the editor used before the current one is selected. It is important to observe the color
of an editor tab:
•
•
•

Blue — indicates that the editor is currently active
Grey — indicates that the editor was the last active editor
Transparent — indicates that the edit is inactive and was not the last active editor

Opening an Editor
You can open an editor for a FortiScan Applianceresources (assets, policies, tasks, etc.) in several ways.
•

By right-clicking the resource and then selecting Open from the pop-up menu

•

By double-clicking the resource

All of the above alternatives open the resource for editing in the editor area.

Closing an Editor
You can close an editor in the following ways:
•

From the File menu entry in the main menu bar

•

From the pop-up menu that appears when you right-click on the editor title bar

•

By clicking the close button (X) in the tab of any open editor
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NOTE: All editors are closed automatically when you disconnect the FortiScan Administration Console from
the FortiScan Appliance. If any of the editors contain unsaved information, you are prompted to save the
changes.
To close an editor from the File menu entry in the main menu bar:
•

Choose File >> Close from the main menu bar. This closes the currently selected editor.

•

Choose File >> Close All to close all open editors.

To close an editor from the pop-up menu that appears when you right-click on the editor title bar:
•

Choose Close to close the currently selected editor

•

Choose Close All to close all open editors

•

Choose Close Others to close all editors except for the currently selected editor

If you have any unsaved modifications in the editor you are closing, you are prompted to save your changes
before the editor closes.

Rearranging Tabs in Editors
You can rearrange the order of tabs within an editor:
1. Click on the tab of the editor that you want to move and drag it to where you want it. A stack symbol
appears as you drag the tab across other view tabs.
2. Release the mouse button when you have the tab in the desired location. The tab that you selected is
now moved.

Moving and Tiling Editors
FortiScan Appliancedministration Console allows you to view resources in multiple editors. Unlike views, editors
cannot be dragged outside FortiScan Appliancedministration Console to create new windows. The editor area can
also be resized, but views cannot be dragged into the editor area.
However, you can tile editor sessions within the editor area to view resources side by side. This is a similar
operation to moving and docking views inside FortiScan Appliancedministration Console, except that all editor
sessions must be contained within the editor area. In the figure below, editors for two different assets have been
placed next to each other.
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Figure 3-11 Asset Editor with titled panels
To tile editors:
1. With two or more files open in the editor area, select one of the editor tabs.
2. Holding down the left mouse button, drag the selected tab over the left, right, top or bottom border of
the editor area. Notice that the mouse pointer changes to a drop cursor that indicates where the
editor will be moved when you release the mouse button. The restricted cursor displays if an attempt
is made to drop the editor either on top of any view or outside the FortiScan Appliance window.
NOTE: For a definition of drop cursor images, see Drop Cursors.
3. Dock the editor on the sides. top or bottom of the editor area so that two editors appear in the editor
area.
4. (Optional) Drag the borders of the editor area or each editor, to resize as desired.

Maximizing an Editor
You can maximize an editor in the following ways:
•

From the title bar right-click menu

•

By clicking the Maximize button at the right of the editor title bar

•

By double clicking in the editor title bar

NOTE: Editors do not offer a Minimize feature.
To maximize an editor with the right-click menu:
1. Right-click anywhere in the editor title bar.
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2. Choose Maximize from the pop-up menu.
3. The editor expands to fill the entire FortiScan Appliance window.

Restoring an Editor
To restore an editor to its previous position and size:
1. Right-click anywhere in the editor title bar.
2. Choose Restore from the pop-up menu.
3. The editor returns to its previous size and position.
NOTE: You can also restore an editor by clicking the Restore button at the right of the editor title bar, or by
double clicking in the editor title bar.
The Restore function does not apply when you have moved an editor. In this case, you can reset the perspective
to return the editor to its original position, as described in Resetting a Perspective.

Views
Views support editors and provide alternative presentations or navigations of the information in FortiScan
Appliance. For example:


The Asset Groups view displays the assets and asset groups



The Asset Group Details view displays the contents of the asset group selected in the Asset
Organizer

Views have a menu associated with the top left area of the view that allows the view to be manipulated in much
the same manner as the menu associated with the FortiScan Appliance window.
Views can be customized, and you can use the Window >> Reset Perspective menu option to restore the layout
to its original state.
A view can be displayed by selecting it from the Window >> Show View menu. A perspective determines which
views may be required and displays these on the Show View submenu. Additional views are available by
choosing Other at the bottom of the Show View submenu. This is just one of the many features that provide for
the creation of a custom work environment.

Opening Views
To open a view that is not included in the current perspective:
1. Choose the Window >> Show View menu option from the main menu bar.
2. From the submenu, choose the view you want to open. Additional views are available by choosing
Other at the bottom of the Show View submenu.
After adding a view to the current perspective, you can save your new layout by clicking Window >> Save
Perspective As.

Closing Views
You can close a view in the following ways:


From the pop-up menu that appears when you right-click on the view tab or title bar



By clicking the close button (X) in the tab of any active view
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Using Subviews
Some views offer tabs at the bottom that enable you to switch between pre-filtered views of the contents of the
overall view. For example, on the Alerts view, tabs at the bottom of the view enable you to switch between
vulnerability alerts, policy alerts, and dispatched remediation alerts.
These tabs appearing at the bottom of a view are referred to as subviews. Although they can be closed in the
same way as a view, subviews differ from views in the following ways:


They cannot be moved or docked



The cannot be opened in other views or in a perspective

To open a closed subview:
1. Click the Menu button at the right end of the view toolbar and choose Show Subviews.

Figure 3-12 Open a Closed Subview
2. Choose the subview you want to open from the menu

Moving and Docking Views
To change the location of a view in the current perspective:
1. Drag the view by the title bar. Do not release the left mouse button.
NOTE: Do not click a tab in the title bar; doing so causes the tab to move, not the entire view.
2. As you move the view around FortiScan Appliance, the mouse pointer changes to one of the drop
cursors images defined in Drop Cursors.
NOTE: You can drop the view outside of the FortiScan Appliance window if you want. This behavior is not
possible with an editor.
3. The drop cursor indicates where the view will be docked if you release the left mouse button. To see
the drop cursor change, drag the view over the left, right, top, or bottom border of another view or
editor. When the view is in the location that you want, relative to the view or editor area underneath
he drop cursor, release the left mouse button.
4. (Optional) If you want to save your changes, choose Window >> Save Perspective As from the main
menu bar.
You can also move a view by using the pop-up menu for the view.
1. Right-click anywhere else in the view’s title bar.
2. Choose Move >> View from the pop-up menu.
3. Place the view as described in step 2 above.

Rearranging Tabs in Views
You can rearrange the order of tabs within a view:
1. Click the tab of the view that you want to move and drag it to where you want it. A stack symbol
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appears as you drag the tab across other view tabs.
2. Release the mouse button when you have the tab in the desired location. The tab that you selected is
now moved.
You can also move a tab group (view) by using the pop-up menu for the view.
1. Right-click anywhere else in the view’s title bar.
2. Choose Move >> Tab Group from the pop-up menu.
3. Move the view to where you want it. A stack symbol appears as you drag the view.
4. Release the mouse button when you have the tab in the desired location. The view that you selected
is now moved.

Creating Fast Views
Fast views are hidden views that can quickly be made visible. They work the same as normal views, except that
when they are hidden and do not take up screen space on the FortiScan Appliance window. A fast view is
available only on the perspective on which it was created.

Fast View Button

Figure 3-13 Creating Fast Views
To create a fast view:
1. Click the title bar of the view that you want. Hold the mouse button down.
2. Drag the view to the fast view area at the far left of the status bar and release the mouse button.
The icon for the view that you dragged now appears on the shortcut tab. You can look at the view by clicking its
icon on the shortcut tab.
3. To hide the fast view:
• Click somewhere outside the view
•

Click the fast view icon in the status bar

•

Click on the Minimize button at the right of the fast view’s toolbar

NOTE: If you open a resource (asset, policy, task, etc.) from a fast view, the fast view will automatically hide
itself to allow you to work with the resource.
You can also create a fast view by using the pop-up menu for the view:
1. Right-click anywhere else in the view’s title bar.
2. Choose Fast View from the pop-up menu.
3. A fast view icon for the view appears in the fast view area at the far left of the status bar.

Restoring and Deleting a Fast View
To restore the view to its original location:
1. Right-click on the fast view icon in the title bar of the view, or if the view is visible, right-click the title
bar.
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2. Note that the Fast View menu option on the pop-up menu has a check mark next to it.
3. Choose the Fast View menu option to clear the check mark and return the view to its original size and
position. The fast view icon is removed from the status bar.
You can also drag a fast view back to a regular view:
•

Drag the fast view’s title bar and drop it in the FortiScan Appliance window

•

Close the fast view and then drag its icon from the shortcut tab and drop it in the FortiScan Appliance
window — you can dock the view in any location in the window

Maximizing or Minimizing a View
You can maximize or minimize a view in the following ways:


From the title bar right-click menu



By clicking the Maximize or Minimize button at the right of the view’s title bar



By double clicking in the view’s title bar

To maximize or minimize a view with the right-click menu:
1. Right-click anywhere in the view’s title bar.
2. Choose Maximize or Minimize from the pop-up menu.
• If you choose Maximize, the view expands to fill the entire FortiScan Appliance window
•

If you choose Minimize, the view collapses until only the title bar is visible, in its original position

Restoring a View
To restore a view that has been maximized or minimized to its previous position and size:
1. Right-click anywhere in the view’s title bar.
2. Choose Restore from the pop-up menu.
3. The view returns to its previous size and position.
NOTE: You can also restore a view by clicking the Restore button at the right of the view’s title bar, or by
double clicking in the view’s title bar.
The Restore function does not apply when you have moved a view. In this case, you can reset the perspective to
return the view to its original position, as described in Resetting a Perspective.

Drop Cursors
Drop cursors indicate where it is possible to dock views and tabs in the FortiScan Appliance window. Several
different drop cursors may be displayed when rearranging views.
Cursor

Where the view will be moved to
Dock above: The view is docked above the view underneath
the cursor.
Dock below: The view is docked below the view underneath
the cursor.
Dock to the right: The view is docked to the right of the view
underneath the cursor.
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Cursor

Where the view will be moved to
Dock to the left: The view is docked to the left of the view
underneath the cursor.
Stack: The view is docked as a Tab in the same pane as the
view underneath the cursor.
Dock outside the FortiScan Appliance window: The view is
removed from the perspective and placed outside the current
window.
Restricted: You cannot dock the view in this area.
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Filtering the Contents of a View
The various views in FortiScan Appliance present a large amount of data about the security status of your
enterprise. To help you find information of interest to you, the FortiScan Appliance enables you to filter the
information presented in the following views:
•

Asset Group Details

•

Alerts

•

Errors

•

Imports

•

Scheduled Tasks

•

Task History

•

Remediations

•

Vulnerabilities

Filter settings are displayed at the top of the view, and remain in place until you change them. The settings are
persistent between sessions of the FortiScan Appliance.

Figure 3-14 Filter settings displayed in the Alerts view

Setting View Filtering Criteria
To set view filtering criteria:
1. Open the perspective containing the view you want to filter.
2. At the right end of the view toolbar, click the Filter button, or click the Menu button and choose Filters.

Figure 3-15 Setting View Filter Criteria
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The filter dialog box for the view you working with appears. For example, this is the Alert Filters dialog box:

Figure 3-16 Alert Filters Dialog
You can enable any of the filter criteria by selecting the associated checkbox, and you can also specify if you want
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the matching material to be hidden or displayed. The first three fields enable you to specify text strings for
matching — an asterisk (*) can be used to represent any number of characters.
3. Enter the filter criteria you want to apply and click OK.
4. The view refreshes to display only the items resulting from your filter criteria, and the filter criteria you
specified appear at the top of the view to indicate you are looking at a filtered view.

Sorting the Contents of a View
To help you organize the information presented in various views, the FortiScan Appliance enables you to sort the
information by clicking on column headings, or by setting custom sort criteria, in the following views:
•

Asset Group Details

•

Alerts

•

Errors

•

Imports

•

Scheduled Tasks

•

Task History

•

Remediations

•

Vulnerabilities

•

Users

You can also apply column heading sorting in the following tables on the Asset Editor:
•

Processes

•

Devices

•

Network

•

Files

•

Installed Applications

Clicking a column label in any of these tables will reverse the ascending to descending order of the column.
Sort settings remain in place until you change them. The settings are persistent between sessions of the
FortiScan Appliance.

Setting View Sorting Criteria
To set view sorting criteria:
1. Open the perspective containing the view you want to set sorting criteria for.

Figure 3-17 Sort Button
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2. At the right end of the view toolbar, click the Sort button, or click the Menu button and choose Sort.
The sorting dialog box for the view you working with appears. For example, this is the Sorting dialog box for the
Vulnerabilities view:

Figure 3-18 Sort Dialog
2. Enter the sort criteria you want to apply and click OK.
The view refreshes to display the sort order resulting from your criteria.
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Working with Perspectives
Each FortiScan Administration Console window contains one or more perspectives. Each perspective provides a
set of capabilities aimed at accomplishing a specific type of task or works with specific types of resources. A
perspective can contain editors and views, such as the Asset Groups view. Initially, the Assets perspective is
displayed.
Asset Editor

Perspective Shortcut tab

Main toolbar

Asset Group
View

Asset Group
Details View

Figure 3-19 Working with Perspectives
For example, the Assets perspective combines components that you would commonly use while organizing,
viewing, and editing assets, while the Policies perspective contains the views and editor area that you would use
while creating and maintaining policies. As you work in FortiScan Administration Console, you will probably switch
perspectives frequently.
The first time FortiScan Administration Console opens, a perspective shortcut tab appears in the upper left portion
of the window, allowing you to select and open perspectives, and switch between perspectives that are already
open (you can reposition this tab — for more information, see “Customizing the Perspective Shortcut Tab”). The
name of the active perspective is shown in the title of the window.
Any perspective can be modified and saved, creating a custom perspective that can be opened again later.
Initially only the Assets perspective is displayed. Perspectives can be added or closed depending on user
preference — the current configuration is saved when you close the FortiScan Administration Console. The
Administration perspective is usable only by users assigned the Administrator role.
NOTE: Each FortiScan Appliance user account is assigned a role at the time of creation, and each role
contains a specific set of permissions to perform some or all FortiScan Appliance user tasks. Your user
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account may not permit you to perform all of the user tasks described in this chapter. For a list of the specific
permissions assigned to each User Roles, see “User Roles and Permission Reference”. See your FortiScan
Applianceadministrator for more information.

Opening a Perspective
Perspectives provide combinations of editors and views that are suited to performing a particular set of tasks.
There are two ways to open a perspective within a FortiScan Administration Console window:
•

Use the Open Perspective button on the perspective shortcut tab
Open Perspective button
Perspective Shortcut Tab

Figure 3-20 Opening a Perspective
•

Choose a perspective from the Window >> Open Perspective menu

To open a perspective by using the shortcut tab button:
1. Click the Open Perspective button.
2. A menu appears showing the same choices as shown on the Window >> Open Perspective menu.
Choose the perspective you want to open. The selected perspective appears.
NOTE: If the perspective you want to open is not shown in the list, choose Other. In the Select Perspective
dialog, select the perspective to open, and then click OK.
•

The title bar of the window indicates that the selected perspective is in use.

•

The perspective shortcut tab now contains the original perspective buttons plus the selected
perspective button. The button for the selected perspective is pressed in, indicating that it is the
current perspective.

Switching Between Perspectives
Open perspectives are represented by buttons on the perspective shortcut tab. When you have more than one
perspective open in the same window, you can switch between them by:
•

Clicking the buttons on the perspective shortcut tab
Open Perspective button

Perspective Shortcut Tab
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Figure 3-21 Switching Between Perspectives


Using the Window >> Navigation >> Next Perspective and Previous Perspective menu options (note
that shortcut keys are defined on the menu for these functions)

Customizing the Perspective Shortcut Tab
You have several options for determining how the perspective shortcut tab is displayed. By default, the shortcut
tab appears at the top left of the FortiScan Administration Console window.
Perspective shortcut tab
Open Perspective button

Figure 3-22 Customizing the Perspective Shortcut Tab
To reposition the shortcut tab:
1. Right-click the Open Perspective button. A pop-up menu appears with the following choices:
• To move the shortcut tab to the right, choose Dock On >> Top Right
•

To move the shortcut tab to a vertical position on the left side of the window, choose Dock On >> Left

NOTE: Both of the above choices provide slightly more vertical space in the view/editor area
•

To restore the shortcut tab to the top left, choose Dock On >> Top Left

2. To view only the perspective icons, click Show Text to remove the check mark and hide the button
text. To restore the button text, click Show Text to apply the check box and display the button text.

Expanding the Perspective Shortcut Tab
When the perspective shortcut tab is docked at the right side of the FortiScan Administration Console window, it is
possible that some perspective buttons may not be displayed. This condition is indicated by the presence of a
double arrow button at the right end of the shortcut tab.
Shortcut tab arrow button
Open Perspective Button
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Figure 3-23 Expanding the Perspective Shortcut Tab
To view the hidden perspective buttons:


Click the arrow button and choose the perspective you want to view from the resulting pop-up menu



Place the cursor over the left end of the shortcut tab, press and hold the left mouse button, and drag
the shortcut tab to the left to expose the hidden buttons

Specifying the Default Perspective
The default perspective always appears on the Window >> Open Perspective menu. The Assets perspective is
the predefined default perspective.
To change the default perspective:
1. From the main menu bar, select Window >> Preferences. The Preferences dialog box appears.
2. Expand the FortiScan Administration ConsoleVulnerability Management Platform category on the left
and select FortiScan Administration Console Perspectives. The Perspectives preferences page
opens.
3. Select the perspective that you want to define as the default, and click Make Default. The default
indicator moves to the perspective that you selected.
4. Click OK.

Saving a User Defined Perspective
After you add new components to a perspective, rearrange the views, or otherwise modify a perspective, you can
save it.
To save a modified perspective:
1. In the perspective shortcut tab, select the perspective you want to save. The perspective is now
active.
2. Choose Window >> Save Perspective As.
3. The Save Perspective As dialog box appears. This dialog box enables you to:
• Save an existing perspective with modifications
•

Save the modified perspective under a new name, thereby creating a new perspective.

4. Accept the perspective name to save the current perspective with modifications, or enter a new
perspective name to create a new perspective containing the modifications.
5. Click OK to save the perspective and Yes to the subsequent confirmation dialog. The new
perspective layout will be used when the perspective is reset and when a new instance of the
perspective is opened.
6. The name of the new perspective is added to the Window >> Open Perspective menu.
NOTE: When a default FortiScan Administration Console perspective has been changed and saved, it is
possible to reset it to the original layout. For more information, see “Resetting a Perspective”.
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Deleting a User Defined Perspective
Only user-defined perspectives can be deleted. You cannot delete any of the default perspectives delivered with
FortiScan Administration Console.
To delete a user-defined perspective:
1. Close all instances of the user-defined perspective.
2. On the main menu bar, click Window >> Preferences. The Preferences dialog box opens.
3. Expand the FortiScan AppliancePlatform category and click FortiScan Administration Console
Perspectives.
4. From the Available perspectives list, select the user-defined perspective that you want to delete and
click Delete.
5. Click OK.

Resetting a Perspective
You can alter a perspective by closing or rearranging views. After you do this, you can reset the perspective back
to its default layout. There are two ways to reset a perspective.
To reset a perspective to its original layout with the Reset Perspective menu option:
1. Choose Window >> Reset Perspective. The Reset Perspective dialog box appears.
2. Click OK.
To reset a perspective from the Preferences dialog box:
1. Expand FortiScan AppliancePlatform and choose FortiScan Administration Console Perspectives.
2. From the Available perspectives list, select the perspective you want to reset.
3. Click Reset.
4. Click OK.
NOTE: To update the current copy of the perspective that is being worked with, you must choose Window >>
Reset Perspective from the FortiScan Administration Console menu bar.

Closing a Perspective
To close one or more perspectives from the main menu bar:
In the perspective shortcut tab, click the perspective you want to close.
•

Choose the Window >> Close Perspective menu option to close the current perspective

•

Choose the Window >> Close All Perspectives menu option to close all of the open perspectives

NOTE: To open another perspective, refer to Opening a Perspective.
To close one or more perspectives from the pop-up menu:
In the perspective shortcut tab, right-click the button for the perspective you want to close.
•

Choose the Close menu option to close the current perspective

•

Choose the Close All menu option to close all of the open perspectives

NOTE: To open another perspective, refer to “Opening a Perspective”.
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Using the Main Toolbar
You can execute several FortiScan Appliance functions by using the button on the main toolbar, located below the
main menu at the left of the window:
Save

Reports
New

Search

Refresh

Figure 3-24 Using the Main Toolbar
•

New — Opens the New dialog box, enabling you to create a new asset group, policy, policy
group, remediation template, or task. Alternatively, click on the arrow to the right of the button to
choose from a menu of these items.

•

Save — Saves the changes in the currently selected editor. This button is enabled only when an
unsaved editor is open.

•

Search — Opens the Search dialog box, enabling you to search for vulnerabilities by CVE
identifier.

•

Reports — Opens the Generate Report wizard, enabling you to select a standard report format,
specify data ranges for the report, and generate the report.

•

Refresh — Refreshes the data displayed in the current perspective from the database.

Rearranging the Main Toolbar
You can rearrange sections of the main toolbar. Toolbar sections are divided by a vertical line. You can find out
what toolbar buttons do by moving your mouse pointer over the button and reading the tool tip that opens.
To rearrange the main toolbar:
1. Move the mouse over the thick vertical line on the left side of the toolbar segment you want to move.
The mouse cursor changes to a double-ended arrow to indicate that you can click to move the toolbar
section.
2. Click and hold the left mouse button to grab the toolbar section.
3. Move the section left and right or up and down. Release the mouse button to place it in the new
location.

Changing the Default FortiScan Appliance Information
The default server information you specify here will appear in the Connect to Server dialog each time you start the
FortiScan Administration Console or choose the File >> Connect menu option in the FortiScan Administration
Console.
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To change the default FortiScan Appliance information:
1. From the main menu bar, choose Window >> Preferences. The Preferences dialog box appears.
2. Expand the FortiScan Appliance category on the left and select Default Server Information. The
Default Server Information preferences page opens.
3. Select the options or enter the information you want to change.
IMPORTANT! Fortinet recommends you use the default port number to avoid substantial port configuration and
redirection tasks. If for some reason you are not able to use the default port, contact Fortinet Customer Support.
To return to the default settings, click the Restore Defaults button.
4. Click Apply to apply the changes and continue working, click OK to apply the changes and close the
dialog box, or click Cancel to discard your changes and close the dialog box.

Setting the Default Perspective
The default perspective always shows up on the Window >> Open Perspective menu. The Assets perspective is
the predefined default perspective.
To change the default perspective:
1. From the main menu bar, select Window >> Preferences. The Preferences dialog box appears.
2. Expand the FortiScan Appliance category on the left and select Perspectives. The Perspectives
preferences page opens.
3. Select the perspective that you want to define as the default, and click Make Default. The default
indicator moves to the perspective that you selected.
4. Click OK.

Enabling, Disabling, and Changing the Refresh Interval
The refresh interval specifies the period of time between data updates requested by the FortiScan Administration
Console from the FortiScan Appliance. By default, this feature is disabled.
This period begins with the end of the current data refresh, and ends with the start of the next data refresh. The
default interval is 1200 seconds.
To enable, disable, or change the refresh interval:
1. From the main menu bar, select Window >> Preferences. The Preferences dialog box appears.
2. Expand the FortiScan Appliance category on the left and select Refresh Interval. The Refresh Interval
preferences page opens.
• To enable the refresh feature, select the Activate auto-refresh checkbox
•

To disable the refresh feature, clear the Activate auto-refresh checkbox

•

To change the refresh interval, select the Activate auto-refresh checkbox and specify a new
refresh interval in seconds.

IMPORTANT! Specifying a shorter refresh interval will increase network traffic, and may slow down FortiScan
Administration Console performance.
To return to the default settings, click the Restore Defaults button.
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3. Click Apply to apply the changes and continue working, click OK to apply the changes and close the
dialog box, or click Cancel to discard your changes and close the dialog box.
4. Close the FortiScan Administration Console and reopen it to enable the changes.
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Chapter 4 Basic Operation
After you have configured FortiScan Appliance, you can begin basic operation as described in this chapter. The
procedures given here are introductory in nature, and provide basic information on how to:


Run an asset discovery scan and import the results



Import an existing vulnerability scan file



Create and populate asset groups



View asset details



View system security status



View and remediate alerts



View vulnerabilities



View policies and remediation templates



View remediations



View scheduled tasks



Generate reports

For full information on how to work with these features, and for other FortiScan Appliance features, refer to the
FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform User’s Guide or the online help, accessed from the
Help >> Help Contents menu option in the FortiScan Administration Console.

NOTE: Each FortiScan Appliance user account is assigned a role at the time of creation, and each role
contains a specific set of permissions to perform some or all FortiScan Applianceuser tasks. Your user
account may not permit you to perform all of the user tasks described in this chapter. For a list of the specific
permissions assigned to each user role, see “User Roles and Permission Reference” in the FortiScan
Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform Administrator’s Guide. See your FortiScan
Applianceadministrator for more information.

About the FortiScan Appliancedministration Console User Interface
The FortiScan Administration Console enables you to manage the security status of your enterprise with
perspectives. Each perspective provides a set of capabilities aimed at accomplishing a specific type of task, or
works with specific types of resources (assets, alerts, vulnerabilities, etc.). A perspective can contain editors and
views, such as the Asset Groups view. Initially, the Assets perspective is displayed.
FortiScan Administration Console provides you with extensive abilities to manage and customize perspectives,
views, and editors. For complete information on working with perspectives, view, and editors, refer to Working with
Perspectives, and Working with Editors and Views, in the FortiScan Compliance and Vulnerability Management
Platform User’s Guide, or the similarly titled topics in the online help, accessed from the Help >> Help Contents
menu option in the Administration Console.
The first thing you will want to do with FortiScan Appliance is execute a network discovery scan, and import the
results for examination. You can schedule a network discovery scan as a one-time or recurring task, but for now
the simplest thing to do is to run a non-scheduled network discovery scan, which is executed immediately.
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Executing a Manual Network Discovery Scan
You can start a network discovery scan manually as described in the FortiScan Compliance Guide, or you can
schedule a one-time or recurring discovery scan; for more information, see “Asset Discovery” in the FortiScan
Compliance Guide.
The Asset Discovery feature is accessible from the FortiScan Appliance Web-based GUI.

Figure 4-25 Asset Discovery Scan Dialog
Name

The profile name.

Target

This section defines what part of your network will be examined by the network map scan.
Scan Ports

The ports to be checked. Select TCP, UDP, or TCP & UDP.

Asset Group

The asset group on which the network map scan will be run.

Maintain Asset
Group

Select to have the network map scan automatically update the selected
asset group if new hosts are discovered. No hosts will be removed even
if they are unreachable. A domain or IP range must be entered if
Maintain Asset Group is selected.
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Schedule

Output

Domain

Enter a domain name in which the scan will be executed.

IP Range

Enter an IP range in which the scan will be executed.

Import Map Data to
Compliance Platform

Select to have the scan result automatically import into FortiScan
database. The new assets will have unprotected status and can be
viewed from the Asset Perspective of the FortiScan Administration
Console.

Network map reports can be generated automatically at regular intervals, or on demand.
Run Now

Select to specify an on-demand report. A report will be generated when
the profile is saved, and when the Run Now icon is selected. No
scheduled reports will be generated.

Run Later

Select to have reports generated at regular intervals.

Daily/Weekly/Monthly

Select Daily, Weekly, or Monthly to have a report automatically
generated at the specified interval.

Start Date

Specify the date the first scheduled report is generated. From then on, it
will be generated at daily, weekly, or monthly intervals.

Time

Specify the time of day the scheduled report will be generated.

This section defines the network scan result file format.
File output

Select the formats in which the network map report will be generated.
HTML is the default format. Any or all other available formats may be
selected.

Email/Upload

To have the report delivered to an email address or FTP server, select
this option and enter the appropriate information.

Executing a Manual Import of Network Discovery Scan Data
There may be instances where you have run an Nmap network discovery scan manually, outside of the FortiScan
Appliance, and you want to import the data file containing the results of that scan. You can import a network
discovery scan manually as described in the FortiScan Compliance Guide.
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The Import dialog :

Figure 4-26 Select Import Dialog
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The Import Asset Scan Data dialog:

Figure 4-27 Asset Scan Data (path) Dialog

About Asset Status
Each asset known to FortiScan Appliance displays an asset status:


Unprotected — the asset icon is marked with an exclamation point on a yellow background. These
assets do not have a registered FortiScan installed, and are not protected by the FortiScan
Appliance.



Registered — the asset icon is marked with an exclamation point on a green background. A
FortiScan is installed, running, and registered with the FortiScan Appliance; detailed survey data has
not been received. Assets in Registered status are not subject to vulnerability or policy analysis by
the FortiScan Appliance.



Disconnected — the asset icon is marked with a white X on a red background. A registered FortiScan
is installed and survey data has been received, but no surveys have been received for two or more
standard survey intervals. This status is sometimes referred to as Disconnected. This status can be
caused by a number of causes:


The asset is shut down or disconnected from the network
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The asset is connected and running, but the FortiScan is not running



Network connection problems prevent the FortiScan from reporting to the FortiScan Appliance

Protected — the asset icon has no markings. The FortiScan is sending surveys to the FortiScan
Appliance as expected. The asset is subject to vulnerability and policy analysis by the FortiScan
Appliance. Sometimes referred to as Connected.

Figure 4-28 Asset Status

Grouping Assets
By default, the FortiScan Appliance automatically organizes discovered assets into the following default groups in
the Asset Groups view:


All Assets



Operating System



IP Address



Protected



Unprotected

For more information on these default groups, see Asset Grouping in this document.
In addition, you can create your own asset groups and group assets by location, work group, or any other
common characteristic to assist you in organizing your enterprise assets. Asset grouping also enables you to:


Apply a policy or a manually dispatched remediation to all of the assets in a group



Remediate a vulnerability on all affected assets in a group

Creating an Asset Group
FortiScan Appliance contains a default asset group named All Assets, and default groups for all discovered assets
by operating system, by IP address, and by protected and unprotected status. You can create additional asset
groups, in any number (subject to database capacity).
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NOTE: You cannot create a group within any of the default FortiScan groups.
FortiScan Appliance enables users with the Administrator role to specify which assets are accessible to an
individual user account; you are advised to review the way the group access feature works before you create a
large number of asset groups. For more information, see Creating an Asset Group in the FortiScan User’s Guide,
or Planning Asset Access for User Accounts in the FortiScan Administrator’s Guide.

Adding an Asset to an Asset Group
An asset can be part of one group or several groups simultaneously. For example, an asset may appear in one
group containing similar operating systems, and in another group containing assets for a specific work group.
When you add an asset to a group, you are actually copying an existing asset from the default group and placing
the copy in the group. For more information, see Adding an Asset to an Asset Group in the FortiScan User’s
Guide.
NOTE: You cannot add an asset to any of the default FortiScan Appliancegroups.

Removing an Asset from an Asset Group
Asset removal means that an asset is removed from a user-defined asset group but still exists in the default
FortiScan asset groups. You cannot remove an asset from any of the default FortiScan Appliancegroups, or move
assets between default groups. You can, however, delete or retire assets from any FortiScan asset group. For
more information, see Removing an Asset from an Asset group or Deleting and Retiring Assets in the FortiScan
User’s Guide or in the online help.

Viewing Asset Details
A FortiScan is installed on every asset protected by the FortiScan Appliance. This FortiScan periodically surveys
various attributes of the computer on which it is running (for more information, see Asset Surveys. You can view
an asset’s details at any time.
The Asset Perspective:
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Figure 4-29 Asset Perspective

Importing Vulnerability Assessment Scan Data
You can import vulnerability assessment (VA) scan data from certain third-party VA scanners. This data can be
imported as .xml data contained in a VA scanner output file.

Importing VA Scan Data Directly from an Output File
FortiScan Appliance imports file-based scan data from the following vulnerability assessment scanning products:
•

OVAL

•

eEye® Retina® Scanner

•

FoundStone® FoundScan™

•

Harris STAT® Scanner

•

Harris STAT Guardian® Scanner

•

ISS Internet Scanner®

•

Nessus Scanner
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•

Fortinet XML

Output files from Nessus and FoundStone vulnerability assessment scanners can be imported directly. The output
files from the following products must first be converted to XML format before they can be imported by the
FortiScan Appliancedministration Console (refer to XML Conversion Tools in the FortiScan User’s Guide for more
information):
•

eEye® Retina® Scanner

•

ISS Internet Scanner®

•

Harris STAT® Scanner

•

Harris STAT Guardian® Scanner

Tools are also provided to convert generic comma and tab separated value vulnerability files into the XML format
required by the FortiScan Appliancedministration Console.
After the scan data is in an accepted format, you can import scan data by:


Scheduling an import on the Scheduled Tasks view. For more information, see Creating a
Vulnerability Assessment Scan Import Scheduled Task in the FortiScan User’s Guide.



Executing a manual import from the File >> Import menu option, as described below.
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The Import dialog :

Figure 4-30 Select Import Dialog
The Import Vulnerability dialog:
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Figure 4-31 Asset Scan Data (path) Dialog

The FortiScan Appliancedministration Console automatically matches the imported vulnerability data to the
existing remediations. When a match is found, an alert is generated on the Alerts view with a status of Pending or
In Progress, depending on whether the affected asset is set for manual or automatic remediation.
Alerts are also created for vulnerabilities on protected assets that are not matched to a remediation, and for
vulnerabilities on unprotected assets, and on unknown assets (that is, not found by an asset discovery scan).
To view remediations, see “Viewing Remediations” in the FortiScan User’s Guide.

Working with Alerts
The FortiScan Appliancedministration Console keeps you advised of the security profile of your enterprise by
generating and displaying alerts. These alerts can be monitored and managed by the FortiScan Appliance
operators, providing rapid and efficient response to network security.
For full information on how to work with alerts, refer to the FortiScan User’s Guide, or the online help, accessed
from the Help >> Help Contents menu option in the FortiScan Administration Console.
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About Alerts
The FortiScan Appliance generates an alert:
•

Each time a policy activates

•

When an imported vulnerability scan indicates an asset vulnerability condition

•

When a FortiScan Appliancetask is completed

•

When a recognized error condition occurs

The list of alerts is essentially a real-time view of security risks in your enterprise, with status information on how
they are being addressed. Alerts are primarily displayed and managed on the Alerts perspective.
To view alerts, open or switch to the Alerts perspective. The Alerts perspective consists of several tabbed alert
views on the top, the Asset Selector - Alerts view on the upper left, and the editor area on the bottom. When you
open an alert from any of the tabbed alert views, the details for that alert are displayed in the editor area.

Figure 4-32 Alerts Perspective - Alerts Panel
The following tabbed alert views are available:
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Alerts — This view features four tabs at the bottom, enabling you to display either Vulnerability alerts, Policy
alerts, Dispatched Remediation alerts, or Advisory alerts. Alerts are filtered by the selections made in the Asset
Selector - Alerts view, except for Advisory alerts.
Errors — This view features two tabs at the bottom, enabling you to display either General Error alerts or Asset
Error alerts. Asset Error alerts are filtered by the selections made in the Asset Groups view. To view General
Errors, you must have the Assets group or the All Asset group selected in the Asset Selector - Alerts view.
Imports — This view features three tabs at the bottom, enabling you to display Vulnerability Import alerts, Asset
Import alerts, or Remediation Import alerts. You must have the Assets group or the All Asset group selected in the
Asset Selector - Alerts view to display these import alerts, as they are not related to any specific assets.
Completion of these tasks is also recorded on the Task History view on the Tasks perspective.

Viewing Alerts
The Alerts perspective displays the enterprise security alerts issued by the FortiScan Appliance. New alerts are
added to the views on this perspective as they are detected and become visible when the list is refreshed.
By default, alerts are sorted by operating system, then by alert type, and then by status.
•

You can re-sort the list manually by clicking on the column headings, and you can set a custom sort
order for the list (for more information, see “Setting View Sorting Criteria” in the FortiScan User’s
Guide).

•

You can filter the alerts displayed in the list (for more information, see “Filtering Alerts” in the
FortiScan User’s Guide).

•

You can refresh the alert list from the right-click menu.

For policy alerts and matched vulnerability alerts, you can view the associated remediation actions, and, for
manually remediated assets, you can execute the selected remediation actions immediately, or schedule the
remediation actions.
You can also remove an alert from any of the alert views. You may want to do this if an alert has been
successfully remediated, or if you know the alert is being addressed through means outside of the FortiScan
Appliance. For more information, see “Removing an Alert” in this document.

Alert Types and Icons
The following alert types are displayed on the Alerts perspective:
•

On the Alerts view:

o

Vulnerability alerts — a vulnerability alert is generated each time FortiScan Appliance detects
a vulnerability on a protected asset (as reported by the vulnerability assessment scan import).
The FortiScan Appliance attempts to match each vulnerability with a remediation in the
FortiScan remediation database.

o

Policy alerts — a policy alert is generated each time FortiScan Appliance detects an
exposure based on a policy violation on a protected asset. Policy enforcement is based on
survey information reported by protected assets.

o

Dispatched remediation alerts — a dispatched remediation alert is generated each time a
user dispatches a remediation to an asset protected by the FortiScan Appliance. If the
dispatched remediation is scheduled as a recurring event, an alert appears each time the
scheduled remediation is dispatched.
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o

•

On the Errors view:

o

•

Advisory alerts — an advisory alert is generated each time FortiScan Appliance detects a
vulnerability on an unprotected or unknown asset. These alerts contain no remediations as
the assets do not have a registered FortiScan and cannot be remediated by the FortiScan
Appliance. These alerts are provided for informational purposes only.
Error alerts — an error alert reports errors in import results, applications, processes, and
system resources that affect the operation of the FortiScan Appliance. The error alerts are
displayed on a General Errors subview and an Asset Errors subview. Error alerts are
informational only, and do not contain any remediation actions.

On the Imports view:

o

Task alerts — a task alert is generated each time FortiScan Appliance completes a
scheduled task initiated from the Tasks perspective. These alerts are informational only, and
do not contain any remediation actions.

These alert types are represented by the following icons:

Figure 4-33 Alert Status

Alert Status
Each vulnerability and policy alert displayed in the alerts list is labeled with its current status:


Pending—The remediation or task is not yet in progress; this may because:


An asset is enabled for manual remediation



More than one remediation has been matched to the associated vulnerability



FortiScan Appliance is in the process of beginning the remediation or task



In Progress—The remediation or task is currently being executed



Scheduled—The remediation or task has been scheduled by an operator for future execution
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Resolved — The remediation or task has successfully completed



Failed—The remediation or task could not be completed



Risk Accepted — The vulnerability or policy violation named in the alert has been reviewed and
marked by the operator as an acceptable risk; no remediation action is applied.

Alert Contents
Alerts can indicate several courses of action to the operator. To assist in determining what kind of actions may be
required by an alert, the following values are presented in the Contents column of each alert view:


None — The alert contains no remediations



Exec — The alert contains one or more executable remediations that can be carried out by the
FortiScan Appliance (for example, a SERT remediation or a user-defined remediation template)



Text — The alert contains one or more text-only remediations that describe how to resolve the
vulnerability manually



Mixed — The alert contains one or more text remediations and one or more executable remediations

Exec, Text, and Mixed alerts containing two or more remediations indicate the number of contained remediations
in parentheses; for example, Exec (2). Mixed alerts will show the number of executable remediation and text
remediations; for example, Mixed (2/1).

Filtering Alerts
The number of alerts displayed on the Alerts perspective can quickly grow to a sizeable number. In this situation,
it is helpful to filter the alert display to show a subset of the available alerts (for example, by operating system).
NOTE: The following procedure describes how to filter alerts using specific alert attributes. It is also possible
to filter alerts by asset group or asset by selecting an asset group or asset in the Asset Selector - Alerts view
on the Alerts perspective. The alert views will display only the alerts that pertain to the selected asset or asset
group.
The view refreshes to display only the items resulting from your filter criteria, and the filter criteria you specified
appear at the top of the view to indicate you are looking at a filtered view. The settings remain in place until you
change them, and are persistent between sessions of the FortiScan Administration Console.

Accepting Risk for an Alert
In some instances, an operator may determine that a vulnerability or policy alert should not be remediated at this
time. For example, the alert may indicate a configuration-based vulnerability that is required by the operational
role of the asset, such as, “A Nessus daemon is running.”
In these situations, the operator can choose to change the alert status to Risk Accepted. This indicates that the
operator has reviewed the contents of the alert and is willing to accept the risk associated with the alert.

Cancel Risk Acceptance
If you have marked an alert as Risk Accepted, it is possible that you may want to cancel the accepted risk status
and remediate the alert.
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Removing an Alert
After alerts are resolved, you will most likely want to remove them from the alert view. Any alert can be removed
from an alerts view at any time. When you delete a vulnerability assessment (VA) scan from the VA Scan History
view, all alerts related to the deleted scan will be removed from the Alerts perspective.

Remediating an Alert
When remediation actions are associated with a policy or a vulnerability alert, the remediation can be applied
manually, with operator approval, or automatically:
•

For vulnerability alerts, the behavior depends on the remediation strategy applied to the asset
(assets are marked for manual remediation of vulnerabilities by default)

•

For policy alerts, the behavior depends on the remediation strategy applied to the policy (policies
are marked for manual remediation by default)

When an asset or a policy is enabled for automatic remediation, you do not have to take any action to remediate
the alert. If the asset or policy is not enabled for automatic remediation, you must manually execute the
remediation.
The specified remediation strategy for vulnerability and policy alerts (automatic or manual) is labeled in the
Remediation Strategy column on the tabbed alerts views.
•

For more information about marking an asset for automatic remediation, see “Setting the
vulnerability Remediation Strategy for an Asset” and “Modifying Asset Parameters for All Assets
in an Asset Group” in the FortiScan User’s Guide

•

For more information about marking a policy for automatic remediation, see “Setting the Policy
Remediation Strategy” in the FortiScan User’s Guide or in the online help

FortiScan Appliance maintains a remediation dispatch timeout for each dispatched remediation. This setting
specifies the length of time in minutes that the FortiScan Appliance will attempt to apply a dispatched remediation
to an asset (the default value is 60 minutes). If the remediation cannot be applied in this time period, an alert with
a status of Failed will be generated in the Alerts view.
You can modify the remediation dispatch timeout period by choosing the Window >> Server Settings menu option
from the main menu bar.

Manually Remediating Alerts & Assets
There are two ways to access the remediation wizard allowing you to remediate one or more alerts on one or
more assets. One way is through the Alerts Perspective where the caption will say “Schedule Remediation”.
Another way to remediate is through the Assets Perspective where the caption will say “Remediate Vulnerability”.
There are advantages to each approach:

Remediate Vulnerability:
Alerts can be remediated from the Assets Perspective. This approach has the advantage of easily selecting the
assets that are to be remediated. The caption of the wizard dialogs to follow will say Remediate Vulnerability. The
Remediate Vulnerability wizard is the same as the Schedule Remediation wizard accept for the caption.
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Schedule Remediation:
Alerts can be remediated from the Alerts Perspective. This approach has the advantage of easily selecting the
specific alerts that are to be remediated. The caption of the wizard dialogs to follow will say Schedule
Remediation. The Schedule Remediation wizard is the same as the Remediate Vulnerability wizard accept for the
caption.
NOTE: You do not have to open an alert to remediate it.
NOTE: If the alert contents are limited to one or more text-only remediations, or if no remediation has
been located for a vulnerability alert, the Schedule Remediation menu option is not available.
The initial Remediate Vulnerability / Schedule Remediation dialog is shown below:

Figure 4-34 Schedule Remediation Dialog

NOTE: The wizard is the same for both Schedule Remediation and Remediate Vulnerability. Only the
caption is changed to indicate the approach from alerts or asset perspectives respectively.

NOTE: The header portion of initial dialog shows how many assets are currently selected, the total
number of vulnerabilities, and the total number of remediations that will be applied.
The FortiScan Appliancedministration Console provides you with the ability to selectively suppress reboots when
you apply Fortinet remediations to protected assets in your enterprise, and then apply the reboots later, either
manually or as a scheduled task.
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Optionally, you may choose to select Suppress reboot for All Assets checkbox, or you can selected reboot for the
individual assets if desired. If the remediation contains a reboot, the reboot will be suppressed. If the remediation
does not contain a reboot, this option is ignored.
NOTE: The ability to suppress reboots is available only when remediating an asset with a Fortinet remediation
from the Alerts view or from the Assets perspective— you cannot suppress reboots contained in manually
dispatched remediations.

A next dialog in the remediation wizard is shown as follows:

Figure 4-35 Order Remediation Dialog
One would select the remediation by name, then press one or more of the move buttons to change the order.
Pressing next would present a last dialog in the wizard as shown below:
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Figure 4-36 Schedule Remediation Dialog
Selecting the Immediate Action option will apply the remediation(s) to the selected assets shortly after pressing
the FINISH button. Selecting the Scheduled For option allows the remediation(s) to the applied at some time in
the future.
If the Scheduled For option is chosen, then specify the month, date, year, hour, and minute that you want the
remediation to occur on.
NOTE: The scheduled time must be at least 15 minutes in the future relative to the FortiScan Appliance
time. A scheduled time less than 15 minutes in the future will yield an error and disable the FINISH
button.
NOTE: If scheduled, the scheduled remediation appears in the Scheduled Tasks view, and the alert remains
in the alert display with a status of Scheduled. When the remediation begins, the status changes to In
Progress. The status changes to Resolved when the remediation is complete, or Failed if a problem occurs.
NOTE: Depending on your current sorting selections, the change in status may cause the alert to be
relocated in the display.
If you want to delete or modify the scheduled task, you must do so on the Scheduled Tasks view. For more
information, see “Managing Scheduled Tasks on the Scheduled Tasks View”.

Automatically Remediating Alerts
To automatically remediate a policy or vulnerability alert, you must:
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•

Enable a protected asset for automatic remediation (see “Setting the Vulnerability Remediation
Strategy for an Asset” and “Modifying Asset Parameters for All Assets in an Asset Group” in the
FortiScan User’s Guide)

•

Enable an applied policy for automatic remediation (see “Setting the Policy Remediation Strategy” in
the FortiScan User’s Guide or in the online help.

In this case, the alert will appear in the alert display with the status In Progress, indicating that the alert is currently
being remediated. You cannot make any modifications to an In Progress alert.
If a vulnerability alert has been matched to two or more remediations, automatic remediation proceeds as follows:


Any text-only remediations matched to the alert are eliminated from consideration



From the remaining non-text-only remediations, preference is given to the patch remediation (Install
patch, Install a set of patches, Install a signed patch, Install a set of signed patches) with the lowest
invasiveness



If no patch-based remediations are present, the remediation with the lowest invasiveness is selected

Depending on network conditions and the length of the remediation, it is possible that an automatic remediation
may be completed before it appears in the Alerts view. In this case, it appears with a status of Resolved.
If an automatic remediation fails, the alert will remain in the alert display with a status of Failed. You must
manually remove the alert to clear it from the list; for more information, see “Removing an Alert”.

Remediating Vulnerability Alerts in an Asset Group
You can select an asset group and remediate a specific vulnerability that has pending alerts for one or more
assets within the asset group.
For more information, see “Remediating a Vulnerability within an Asset Group” in the FortiScan User’s Guide.

Viewing Imported Vulnerability Assessment Data
VA Scans perspective On this perspective, you can view the VA scans that were imported into FortiScan
Appliance on a job-by-job basis, and examine the vulnerabilities contained in each imported VA scan job. For
more information, see “Viewing Imported Vulnerabilities By VA Scan Job” in the FortiScan User’s Guide.
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Figure 4-37 VA Scans Perspective - VA Scan History Panel
Imported vulnerabilities are addressed by remediations developed by Fortinet, Inc. Each remediation contains
remediation actions designed to remove the vulnerability from the asset on which it was detected. These actions
may be applied automatically, or executed by the operator manually, depending on whether the asset is enabled
for automatic remediation.
If the imported vulnerability scan data contains a vulnerability for which there is no remediation, the FortiScan
Appliance generates an alert, but the alert contains no remediation actions. This is an unusual condition; however,
the FortiScan Appliance enables you to define your own remediation and manually dispatch it to the asset named
in the alert (for more information, see “Dispatching a Remediation to an Asset or Asset Group” in the FortiScan
User’s Guide).
For more information on viewing remediations and their contents, see “Viewing Remediations” in the FortiScan
User’s Guide.

Managing Policies
You can create IT security policies and apply them to your enterprise assets either at the group level or at the
asset level. Policies enable you to define a specific set of conditions, and associate those conditions with a
remediation to execute when the conditions are matched.
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For full information on how to work with policies, refer to the FortiScan User’s Guide, or the online help, accessed
from the Help >> Help Contents menu option in the FortiScan Administration Console.

Working with Policies
You can create, modify, and assign a policy within FortiScan Appliance at any time. Policies are created and
managed on the Policies perspective.

Figure 4-38 Policies Perspective, Remediation Detail Panel
The Policies perspective consists of the Policies view on the left and the editor area on the right.

Managing Remediations
The Fortinet, Inc. remediation team tracks various real-time IT security threat intelligence sources and develops
one or more specific remediations for each identified exploit or vulnerability.
The FortiScan Appliance periodically downloads these remediations to the local remediation database on the
FortiScan Appliance. Remediations may consist of a wide range of actions, such adding a patch or hot fix, running
an operating system utility, or effecting a configuration change on the asset.
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FortiScan Appliancedministration Console also enables you to define security policies, and apply them to one or
more assets. For each policy, you define a set of conditions that you want to look for, and the remediation actions
you want to apply to the asset if the conditions are found.
For full information on how to work with remediations, refer to the FortiScan User’s Guide, or the online help,
accessed from the Help >> Help Contents menu option in the FortiScan Administration Console.

About Remediation
FortiScan Appliance provides you with three ways to remediate vulnerabilities on your network:


By importing vulnerability scan data and automatically applying predefined remediations provided by
Fortinet, Inc. to assets



By defining a policy that contains remediation actions and applying the policy to an asset or an asset
group



By manually dispatching a user-created remediation to an asset

In the first of these three methods, the FortiScan Appliance automatically matches its predefined remediations
with imported vulnerability scan data. When a match is found, the remediation is applied to the asset automatically
or with user approval, depending on the user’s choice. More than one remediation may be matched to a
vulnerability.
For the last two methods, you can create custom remediation templates for your enterprise assets; these
remediation templates can be associated with policies as remediation actions (see “Adding a Policy” in the
FortiScan User’s Guide) or dispatched to an asset or group of assets (see “Dispatching a Remediation to an
Asset or Asset Group” in the FortiScan User’s Guide).
Predefined remediations are supplied by Fortinet, Inc. These remediations can be exported and used as
remediation templates; for more information, see “Saving Remediations as Remediation Templates” in the
FortiScan User’s Guide.

Working with Remediation Templates
You can create, modify, copy, and delete custom remediation templates within FortiScan Appliancedministration
Console at any time. A remediation template is a list of one or more remediation actions; you can define
parameters for these actions for specific use, or leave them undefined for more general use.
When you create a policy, you can select one or more remediation templates and associate the remediation
actions in those templates with the policy. At that time, the remediation actions in the template are copied into the
policy — the remediation template remains available for use with other policies. Custom remediation templates
are created and managed on the Remediation Templates perspective.
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Figure 4-39 Remediation Perspective - Remediation Templates Panel
The Remediation Templates perspective consists of the Remediation Templates view on the left, the Remediation
Template editor on the right.

Working with Scheduled Tasks
Maintaining an up-to-date view of your enterprise IT security status requires more or less constant analysis of the
available assets. The FortiScan Appliance enables you to schedule periodic network discovery scans and
vulnerability assessment scans, as well as dispatching any of the FortiScan Appliance remediation templates you
have created.
For full information on how to work with scheduled tasks, refer to the FortiScan User’s Guide, or the online help,
accessed from the Help >> Help Contents menu option in the FortiScan Administration Console.

About Scheduled Tasks
FortiScan Appliance enables you to create these types of scheduled tasks:


Administrative-type operations, such as importing external scan data. These scheduled tasks are
created and managed on the Scheduled Tasks view.
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Remediations for vulnerability or policy alerts. These scheduled tasks are created on the Alerts
perspective as described in “Manually Remediating an Alert (Scheduled Execution”). After they are
created, they are managed on the Scheduled Tasks view.



Manually dispatched remediations. These scheduled tasks are created as described in “Dispatching a
Remediation to an Asset or Asset Group”. After they are created, they are managed on the
Scheduled Tasks view.

Access the Scheduled Tasks view by opening or switching to the Tasks perspective.

Figure 4-40 Tasks Perspective - Scheduled Tasks View

Viewing Scheduled Tasks
All scheduled tasks are available for viewing on the Scheduled Tasks view. Scheduled tasks appear on one of
two lists:


All currently scheduled tasks appear in the Scheduled Tasks view



Completed scheduled tasks appear in the Task History view
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Viewing Current Scheduled Tasks
All scheduled tasks appear in the Scheduled Task view after they are created. The Scheduled Tasks view
displays all of the currently scheduled activity for FortiScan Appliance. You can refresh the task list from the rightclick menu. New tasks are added to the list as they are detected and become visible when the list is refreshed. By
default, tasks are sorted by name.
You can click the column headings to resort the entries, or enter your own sort order (see “Sorting the Contents of
a View” in the FortiScan User’s Guide). You can also filter the view (see “Filtering the Contents of a View” in the
FortiScan User’s Guide).
You can delete a task, edit the schedule parameters, modify the task configuration, and rename a task. The
following information is available for each task:
Name

Indicates the name of the scheduled task as
assigned by the user, or the description of the
policy or vulnerability that contains a scheduled
remediation.

Description

Indicates the type of scheduled task.

Next Run Time

Indicates the time the scheduled task will run.

Schedule

Indicates if the scheduled task was configured to
run immediately, one time, or repetitively.

Last Run Start

Indicates the time the last occurrence of the
scheduled task began.

Viewing the Task History
The Task History view displays all of the scheduled activity that has taken place within FortiScan Appliance.
Tasks in the Task History view cannot be opened, deleted, or modified. You can refresh the task list from the
right-click menu.
Completed tasks are added to the list as they are detected and become visible when the list is refreshed. By
default, completed tasks are sorted by name. You can click the column headings to resort the entries, or enter
your own sort order (see “Sorting the Contents of a View” in the FortiScan User’s Guide). You can also filter the
view (see “Filtering the Contents of a View” in the FortiScan User’s Guide).
The following information is available for each task:
Name

Indicates the name of the scheduled task as
assigned by the user, or the description of the
policy or vulnerability that contains a scheduled
remediation.

Task Description

Indicates the type of scheduled task.

Schedule

Indicates if the scheduled task was configured to
run immediately, one time, or repetitively.

Last Run Start

Indicates the time the scheduled task began.
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Last Run End

Indicates the time the scheduled task completed.

Creating Reports
FortiScan Appliance enables you to generate a wide variety of reports for monitoring the activity of the FortiScan
Compliance and Vulnerability Management Platform and its effect on your enterprise.
Reports are created in Portable Document File format (PDF). Adobe® Reader® available at
http://www.adobe.com can be used to display and/or print reports generated by the FortiScan Appliance Webbased GUI.
A variety of preformatted report types are available. See the FortiScan User’s Manual for a detailed summary of
report type, features, and capabilities.
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Appendix A About CVE
The following information about Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is provided in compliance with the
CVE compatibility requirement. To view the source material, or to obtain further information, visit:
http://www.cve.mitre.org/about/introduction.html

What it means to be CVE-compatible
CVE-compatible means that a tool, Web site, database, or service uses CVE names in a way that allows it to
cross-link with other repositories that use CVE names. CVE-compatible products and services must meet these
four requirements:


CVE Searchable: A user can search using a CVE name to find related information.



CVE Output: Information is presented which includes the related CVE name(s).



Mapping: The repository owner has provided a mapping relative to a specific version of CVE, and has
made a good faith effort to ensure accuracy of that mapping.



Documentation: The organization’s standard documentation includes a description of CVE, CVE
compatibility, and the details of how its customers can use the CVE-related functionality of its product
or service.

What is CVE?
CVE is a list or dictionary that provides common names for publicly known information security vulnerabilities and
exposures. Using a common name makes it easier to share data across separate databases and tools that
previously were not easily integrated.
This makes CVE the key to information sharing. If a report from one of your security tools incorporates CVE
names, you can quickly and accurately access fix information in one or more separate CVE-compatible databases
to remediate the problem.
CVE is:


One name for one vulnerability or exposure



One standardized description for each vulnerability or exposure



A dictionary rather than a database



How disparate databases and tools can communicate in the same language



The way to interoperability and better security coverage



A basis for evaluation among tools and databases



Accessible for review or download from the Internet



Industry-endorsed by the CVE Editorial Board

Why CVE?
Most information security tools include a database of security vulnerabilities and exposures; however, there is
significant variation among them and no easy way to determine when different databases are referring to the
same problem. The consequences are potential gaps in security coverage and no effective interoperability among
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the disparate databases and tools. In addition, each tool vendor currently uses different metrics to state the
number of vulnerabilities or exposures they detect, which means there is no standardized basis for evaluation
among the tools.
With a standard list of vulnerabilities and exposures such as CVE, your databases and tools can communicate
with each other. And, you’ll know exactly what each tool covers because CVE provides you with a baseline for
evaluating the coverage of your tools.
This means you can determine which tools are most effective and appropriate for your organization’s needs. In
short, CVE-compatible tools and databases will give you better coverage, easier interoperability, and enhanced
security.
CVE is also endorsed by leading representatives from the information security community. CVE’s content results
from the collaborative efforts of the CVE Editorial Board, which includes representatives from numerous
information security-related organizations.

Who Is the Editorial Board?
The CVE Editorial Board consists of representatives from numerous information security-related organizations
including commercial security tool vendors, members of academia, research institutions, government agencies,
and other prominent security experts. Through open and collaborative discussions, the Board identifies which
vulnerabilities or exposures are included in CVE, then determines the common name and description for each
entry.
The MITRE Corporation created the Editorial Board, moderates Board discussions, and provides guidance
throughout the process to ensure that CVE serves the public interest. Archives of Board meetings and
discussions are available for review on the CVE web site. Other information security experts will be invited to
participate on the Board on an as-needed basis based upon recommendations from Board members.

The CVE Naming Process
The process begins with the discovery of a potential security vulnerability or exposure. The information is then
assigned a CVE candidate number. The Editorial Board discusses the candidate and votes on whether or not it
should become a CVE entry. If the candidate is accepted, it is entered into CVE and is published on the CVE Web
site. Candidates can be searched on the site, but the CVE and candidates lists are separate.

The CVE Candidate-to-Permanent Process
Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) is a list or dictionary that provides common names for publiclyknown information security vulnerabilities and exposures. CVE names result from open and collaborative
discussions of the CVE Editorial Board. The Board identifies which vulnerabilities or exposures will be included in
CVE, then determines the common name, description, and references for each entry.
The process begins with the discovery of a potential security vulnerability or exposure. The information is then
assigned a CVE candidate number by the CVE Candidate Numbering Authority (CNA) and is proposed to the
Board by the CVE Editor. The Board discusses the candidate and votes on whether or not it should become a
CVE entry. If the candidate is rejected, the reason for rejection is noted on the CVE Web site. If the candidate is
accepted, it is entered into CVE as an official CVE entry and is published via the site.
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The Candidate Numbering Process
CVE candidates are those vulnerabilities or exposures under consideration for acceptance into CVE. Candidates
are assigned special numbers to distinguish them from CVE entries. Each candidate has three primary items
associated with it:


Number (also referred to as a name)



Description



References

The number, also referred to as a name, is an encoding of the year that the candidate number was assigned and
a unique number N for the Nth candidate assigned that year, e.g. CAN-1999-0067.
Established practices are followed when a candidate is created. If the Editorial Board accepts the candidate, an
official CVE entry is created that includes the description and references. The candidate number is converted into
a CVE name by replacing the CAN with CVE. For example, when the Editorial Board accepted the candidate
CAN-1999-0067, the candidate number was converted to CVE-1999-0067, and the resulting new entry was
added to CVE.
The assignment of a candidate number is not a guarantee that it will become an official CVE entry.

Candidate Numbering Authority
After a potential security vulnerability or exposure is discovered, it is assigned a CVE candidate number by the
CVE Candidate Numbering Authority (CNA). Only the CNA can assign candidate numbers. As part of its role of
managing CVE, MITRE functions as the CNA.

CVE Editor
After the candidate number is assigned, the CVE Editor proposes the candidate to the Editorial Board. Members
discuss the candidate, modify it, and vote on whether to accept or reject the candidate for inclusion in CVE. If
accepted, the candidate becomes an official CVE entry and is added to the CVE list on the Web site. In addition to
its role as CNA, MITRE also functions as the CVE Editor.

From Candidate to CVE Entry
After the Editorial Board accepts a candidate, it is now part of CVE and is published on the CVE Web site. CVE
entries include the name (also referred to as the CVE number), a brief description of the security vulnerability or
exposure, and any pertinent references.
The CVE name, for example CVE-1999-0067, is an encoding of the year that the candidate number was assigned
and a unique number N for the Nth candidate assigned that year.

Appendix B Glossary
Action An action is the basic building block used to create a remediation template. Each action defines a single
procedure that can be carried out on an asset (for example, add patch, delete user, edit the registry, or reboot).
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An action cannot be directly applied to an asset; it must first be contained in a remediation template (either alone
or with other remediation actions) or a policy. Complex remediations can be developed by combining actions in a
remediation template.
Alert An alert is a notification that FortiScan Appliance has found a match between a known exploit or
vulnerability on a monitored asset and a remediation. An alert is also generated when a policy has been violated
on a specific asset, and for various error conditions. Alerts are displayed to the operator until the alert condition is
manually removed. An alert can be forwarded by e-mail.
Allowed process Any process running on a monitored asset that is authorized to run on the asset by being
named on an allowed process list.
Asset Any network device with an IP address, such as a router, switch, Server, workstation, laptop, printer, or
even an IP phone.
Asset Group An aggregation of assets in the graphical user interface. Discovered assets are placed into the
following default groups:


All Assets—This group contains all discovered assets.



Operating System—This group contains a subgroup for each operating system discovered in the
enterprise. Assets are automatically assigned to these groups based on the asset’s operating system.
Assets with an undetermined operating system are placed in the Unknown group.



IP Address—This group contains hierarchical subgroups organized by the IP addresses discovered in
the enterprise. Assets are automatically assigned to these groups based on the asset’s IP address.



Protected—This group contains a list of all the assets in your enterprise on which a FortiScan has
been installed, started, and registered with the FortiScan Appliance. When the FortiScan is running
and connected to the FortiScan Appliance, these assets are subject to monitoring and remediation by
the FortiScan Appliance. Some assets may appear in Registered status for a short time until the first
detailed survey is received, at which time they will move to Protected status.



Unprotected—This group contains a list of all the assets in your enterprise on which a FortiScan is
not registered with the FortiScan Appliance. These assets cannot be protected by the FortiScan
Appliance.

The operator cannot add assets to the default asset groups, or delete the default asset groups. An asset can
belong to multiple asset groups. The operator can create additional groups and assign assets to them in any
combination, and can add assets to and remove assets from any user-created group, organizing them by location,
work group, or any other common characteristic.
Attribute An individual component of asset data, such as operating system version and patch level, active
processes, active users, installed applications, hardware characteristics, and performance characteristics.
Attributes are specific to the particular type of asset.
Automatic Remediation See Remediation.
EVM Automated Vulnerability Remediation.
BIOS Basic Input Output System, a component of computer systems that controls basic functions and contains
certain system configuration information.
CEID FortiScan Identifier. Generated by the FortiScan immediately after installation; the CEID is stored locally, in
non-volatile storage, and transmitted securely to the central Server to register the FortiScan .
CE FortiScan .
FortiScan Appliance provides the following functionality:
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Asset data storage and management



Policy violation analysis



Vulnerability assessment analysis



Response to violations (alerts, remediations)



Scheduling



Brokering information requests and user commands from the user interface

FortiScan A persistent software component with agent-like behavior, residing on each computer protected by the
FortiScan Appliance. The FortiScan periodically surveys the asset attributes and reports the results of the survey
to the FortiScan Appliance. The FortiScan also serves as a portal for remediations dispatched to the asset by the
FortiScan Appliance in response to policy violations found in the survey data. Each FortiScan in the enterprise is
uniquely identified by the FortiScan Appliance. See also Protected Asset
Condition A means of specifying an attribute value or range to which asset survey data is compared, and upon
which policy enforcement is based. Predefined general conditions are included with FortiScan
ApplianceAdministration Console; when creating a policy, the operator chooses a general condition and then
specifies a unique value or range for the condition. Conditions fall into the following three categories:


Range - the asset survey attribute lies inside or outside of a specified range



List compare - the asset survey attribute matches a value contained in a list of one or more names



Change - the asset survey attribute changes from its current value

Conditions are available to examine each of the asset attributes collected during a FortiScan survey. See Policy.
FortiScan Administration Console A graphical user interface for managing FortiScan Appliance. See also Remote
Administration Console.
Criticality Each asset is assigned a criticality level determined by algorithm, and based on survey data. The
criticality level can be modified by the operator. This information is stored in a configuration file. The criticality level
is used to order alerts, policy response and reports. Criticality levels are designated as follows:


Lowest



Low



Medium



High



Highest

CVE Common Vulnerability and Exposures. A list of standardized names for all publicly known vulnerabilities and
other IT security exposures. The goal of CVE is to make it easier to share data across separate vulnerability
databases and security tools. See http://www.cve.mitre.org/about/ for more information.
Data Confidence A confidence level is assigned to asset attribute data based on its collection method. Data
collected by an asset discovery scan is given a low confidence level; data collected by a FortiScan survey is
assigned a high confidence level. Any manually edited asset data is assigned a medium confidence level.
Confidence levels help identify false positives in vulnerability assessments.
Detailed Survey Detailed asset surveys are conducted immediately after start up of the FortiScan , and
periodically thereafter on a 48 hour interval by default. The operator can specify a different interval on a per-asset
basis. Survey results are sent to the FortiScan Appliance.
A detailed survey contains the Standard Survey contents, plus the following information:


ARP table
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BIOS manufacturer



BIOS version



Boot date and time



Bytes of RAM page



Bytes of virtual RAM



CPU count



CPU family



CPU speed



CPU model



Device driver list (Windows platforms)



Installed patch list



Installed applications



IP address



MAC address



Network interface(s)



Network connection details (NETSTAT)



OS type



OS version



RAM utilization



Route table



Total bytes of RAM

See Survey and Standard Survey.
Discovery scan See Network Discovery Scan.
Dispatched remediation A remediation that has been sent to a FortiScan for execution.
Element Manager See FortiScan Appliance.
EM Element Manager.
Exploit An exploit is an attack on a computer system that takes advantage of a particular vulnerability on the
system. Used as a verb, the term refers to the act of successfully making such an attack.
Exposure A state in a computing system (or set of systems) that is not a universal vulnerability, but:


Allows an attacker to conduct information gathering activities



Allows an attacker to hide activities



Includes a capability that behaves as expected, but can be easily compromised



Is a primary point of entry that an attacker may attempt to use to gain access to the system or data



Is considered a problem according to some reasonable security policy

Group An aggregation of assets or policies in the graphical user interface. See Asset Group and Policy Group.
GUID Globally Unique Identifier. A generic term used within the computing industry that refers to a unique
identifier assigned to a software object such as an application or a document. The FortiScan CEID is a form of
GUID.
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MAC address Media Access Control address, a unique network address that helps identify each networked
asset.
Mapping Associating one piece of information with another piece, thereby creating a link between them.
MD5 Message-Digest algorithm 5. The MD5 algorithm takes as input a message of arbitrary length and produces
as output a 128-bit message digest, or fingerprint, of the input. MD5 is a way to verify data integrity, and is much
more reliable than checksum and many other commonly used methods. The FortiScan Appliance collects and
displays MD5 values for running processes on Windows, Linux, and Solaris systems.
Network discovery scan A scan of a complete network or network segment by network scanning software to
determine the type and quantity of IP devices present on the network. The FortiScan Appliance enables the
operator to execute a network discovery scan from the FortiScan Appliance Web-based GUI using Nmap. The
results of the discovery scan can be automatically imported into FortiScan Appliance database.
NIC Network Interface Card.
Operator Anyone who uses the FortiScan Administration Console. Synonymous with user. Also refers to the
specific FortiScan Appliance user role of Operator.
Permissions Defines what system and application functionality a user has access to.
Policy A policy defines a specific set of one or more conditions, and associates the set of conditions with one or
more remediation actions to execute when the condition is matched. Conditions are available to examine each of
the asset attributes collected during a FortiScan survey.
A policy is applied to one or more assets, and forms a detection and enforcement relationship for an asset. After a
policy is assigned to an asset or an asset group, it remains assigned to the asset or group. When a matching
condition is detected, the remediation actions contained in the policy are applied, either automatically or with
operator approval.
An alert is generated each time a policy finds a matching condition. These alerts are displayed to the operator.
Policy Group An operator-defined collection of policies. Over time, it is likely that an operator will create an
appreciable number of policies; policy groups can be used to organize the policies. Policy groups can be created
in any number (subject to database capacity) and can be applied to an asset or asset group.
Protected Asset An asset on which a FortiScan is installed, running, registered with the FortiScan Appliance,
and for which a detailed survey has been received.
Remediation A remediation is a set of one or more actions designed to resolve a policy violation or for
addressing immediate asset security or configuration needs. Remediations can be any of the following:


A remediation template that is manually dispatched to an asset by an operator



A collection of remediation actions in a policy



A collection of remediation actions in a Fortinet remediation

Each protected asset can be enabled by the operator for automatic or manual remediation (the default is manual).
When an asset is enabled for automatic remediation, remediations are executed automatically by the FortiScan
Appliance upon the occurrence of a policy violation. When an asset is enabled for manual remediation, the
FortiScan Appliance requires the operator to explicitly authorize the remediation for execution. The operator can
also manually dispatch a remediation directly to an asset.
A remediation developed by the Fortinet Security Labs Team is a specific remediation for a known vulnerability
(more than one remediation may be developed for a particular vulnerability). The remediations developed by
Fortinet are stored in the remediation repository at Fortinet, Inc.. The FortiScan Appliance updates the local
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FortiScan Appliance remediation database by automatically downloading updated remediations from the Fortinet
remediation repository.
Remediation action See Action.
Remediation database A database of remediations located within and maintained by the FortiScan Appliance.
The FortiScan Appliance updates the local remediation database by automatically downloading updated
remediations from the Fortinet remediation repository.
Remediation repository A database located at Fortinet containing the complete and current remediation
database. The FortiScan Appliance updates the local remediation database by automatically downloading
updated remediations from the remediation repository.
Remediation template A reusable collection of one or more actions created by the operator or by the Fortinet
Security Labs Team, designed to address a policy violation or vulnerability. A remediation template is converted to
a remediation by associating it with a condition in a policy, or by manually dispatching it to an asset.
Each instance of a remediation is a distinct and separate object with no linkage to the originating remediation
template, or to other remediations created from that remediation template. Remediation templates can be
modified at any time.
Remote FortiScan Administration Console A graphical user interface displayed on a computer connected to the
FortiScan Appliance by an encrypted TCP connection. The remote FortiScan Administration Console provides all
of the functionality required for an operator to use FortiScan Appliance.
Scan See Network Discovery Scan and Vulnerability Scan.
Standard Survey A limited survey that is run by the FortiScan every 7 hours by default. The operator can specify
a different interval on a per-asset basis. Survey results are sent to the FortiScan Appliance.
A standard survey monitors and updates the following information:


Connected users



CPU utilization



Drive list



Groups



Hard drive free space



Hard drive total space available



Hard drive partitions



Local users



Process list

See Survey and Detailed Survey.
Survey Asset surveys are conducted by the FortiScan immediately after CE start up, and periodically thereafter
according to a user-specified interval that applies to all assets. The term can also refer to the results of the survey
process. See Standard Survey and Detailed Survey.
Technology Software that can be patched or configured, such as an operating system or other application. Within
FortiScan Appliance, this term is used to uniquely identify the target of a remediation, for example, Windows 2000
Pro or Internet Explorer 5.5. A compound technology contains multiple targets on which the remediation depends
(for example, Internet Explorer 5.5 on Windows 2000 and Internet Explorer 5.5 on Windows XP).
Text Only Remediation In some cases, a vulnerability discovered on a protected asset can be remediated only
by manual intervention. It is also possible to import a vulnerability for which a remediation is not yet devised by the
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Fortinet Security Labs Team. In these cases, a text-only remediation is provided. A text-only remediation contains
no remediation actions, only text comments on how a remediation should be resolved manually.
Violation A violation occurs each time the conditions in a policy are matched, or when FortiScan Appliance finds
a match between a vulnerability in imported vulnerability scan data and a remediation in the FortiScan Appliance
remediation database.
Vulnerability A specific flaw that directly allows some compromise of the system. A broader definition includes
problems that do not directly allow compromise, but could be an important component of a successful attack, and
are a violation of some security policies. A universal vulnerability is a state in a computing system (or set of
systems) which either:


Allows an attacker to execute commands as another user



Allows an attacker to access data that is contrary to the specified access conditions for that data



Allows an attacker to pose as another entity



Allows an attacker to conduct a denial of service

Each vulnerability maps to a remediation in the remediation database. See
http://www.cve.mitre.org/about/definition.html for more information on vulnerabilities.
Vulnerability Scan A scan of a complete network, network segment, or individual computer by a vulnerability
scanner application. The FortiScan Appliance enables the operator to execute a vulnerability scan using the
FortiScan Appliance Web-based GUI, or external third-party vulnerability scanner applications. The operator
imports the results of the vulnerability scan into FortiScan Appliance where the detected vulnerabilities are
matched against existing remediations in the local remediation database.
Vulnerability Scanner A software application that remotely audits a specified network, determines if known
vulnerabilities exist on any of the network assets, and reports the found vulnerabilities.
User Role FortiScan Appliance enables an administrator to assign each user a specific predefined user role,
thereby controlling access to the features and functions of the FortiScan Administration Console. If a user’s role
does not include permission for a particular action, then the controls and menu options that support that action are
not available to the user. Available roles are Administrator, Operator, and Auditor.
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